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Abstract
Fuel ecient Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) engine combustion
phasing predictionsmust contendwith non-linear chemistry, non-linear physics, near chaotic
period doubling bifurcation(s), turbulent mixing, model parameters that can dri day-to-day,
and air-fuel mixture state information that cannot typically be resolved on a cycle-to-cycle
basis, especially during transients.
Unlike many contemporary modeling approaches, this work does not attempt to solve
for the myriad of combustion processes that are in practice unobservable in a metal engine.
Instead, this work treads closely to physically measurable quantities within the framework
of an abstract discrete dynamical system that is explicitly designed to capture many known
combustion relationships, without ever explicitly solving for them.
is abstract dynamical system is realized with an Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)
that is extended to adapt to the combustion process from cycle-to-cycle with a newWeighted
Ring-ELM algorithm. Combined, the above techniques are shown to provide unprecedented
cycle-to-cycle predictive capability during transients, near chaotic combustion, and at steady-
state, right up to complete misre. ese predictions only require adding an in-cylinder
pressure sensor to production engines, which could cost as little as ∼$13 per cylinder.
By design, the framework is computationally ecient, and the approach is shown to
predict combustion in sub-millisecond real-time using only an iPhone® generation 1 processor
(the $35 Raspberry Pi®).is is in stark contrast to supercomputer approaches that model
down to the minutiae of individual reactions but have yet to demonstrate such delity against
cycle-to-cycle experiments. Finally, the feasibility of cycle-to-cycle model predictive control
with this real-time framework is demonstrated.
xii
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Preliminaries
Since the 1800s, gasoline engines have largely been operated by (1) controlling power output
with a throttle that restricts airow, (2) using a simple spark to control burn timing, and (3)
operating close to fuel-air stoichiometry for reliable spark ignition and so catalysts can reduce
NOx emissions (a toxic, smog and acid rain precursor). e throttle hurts fuel eciency
with pumping losses (especially at low-load), and the stoichiometric mixtures used are
thermodynamically less fuel ecient than mixtures diluted with air or exhaust gases.
With the broad availability of enabling technologies (e.g. variable valve timing), a relatively
new type of combustion called Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) has
received increased research interest over the past decade. HCCI uses autoignition to burn
lean (excess air) mixtures and can produce ultra-low NOx quantities that do not require
expensive catalyst aertreatment. Instead of a spark, combustion timing is controlled by the
thermodynamic trajectory of the mixture and complex chemical kinetics. With both ultra-
low NOx production and freedom from the stoichiometric shackles of spark ignition, HCCI
achieves greater fuel eciency (up to ∼20% better [1]) through thermodynamically ideal lean
mixtures and unthrottled operation.is improved fuel economy, has real-world relevance
to near term sustainability, national oil independence, and greenhouse gas initiatives that
seek to curb petroleum usage (see Fig 1.1).
e primary challenge of HCCI autoignition is to ensure that the burn timing is
synchronized against the motion of the piston.is is important for ecient extraction of
1
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 1/2
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1
1 1/4
1983 1988 1993 1998 2003 2008 2013
mile
m
i l e
Cubic Miles of Global Oil Consumption per Year
The United States
China
In the US, 46% of the oil 
is used to make gasoline.
Improving fuel efficiency:
● Cuts a major source of CO2
● Reduces oil dependence
● Saves money
Figure 1.1 Higher fuel eciency (up to ∼20% better [1]) with gasoline HCCI can help reduce the
world’s increasing petroleum usage.is gure was generated using the raw data available at [2].
mechanical work from the fuel-air mixture and to avoid unsafe, noisy combustion or unstable
(near chaotic) combustion oscillations.is synchronization is so important that combustion
researchers do not use normal units of time. Instead, they use the angle of the crank, which
(1) describes the position of the piston, and (2) represents time because each crank angle
takes a certain amount of time at a xed crank rotation speed.
e thermodynamic trajectory of the air-fuel mixture is driven by the piston varying the
cylinder volume as function of crank angle (Fig. 1.2).ese angles are measured relative to
when the piston is at the top of the cylinder, or Top Dead Center (TDC). In a four-stroke
engine, TDC occurs twice per cycle. In dierent regions, the piston may be compressing or
expanding the mixture, or, if a valve is open, moving the mixture into or out of the intake or
exhaust manifolds.
Cylinder Volume
Exhaust partially out Air in
NVO
TDCTDC TDC-180 0 180 360 540 720 900
Crank angle [°CA]
Figure 1.2 Cylinder volume as a function of crank angle.
Highlighted on the curve are two regions, one for when the exhaust valve is open and the
other for when the intake valve is open. Note that the two valve events are separated by a
2
number of crank angle degrees, termed Negative Valve Overlap or NVO. Unlike conventional
engines, NVO prevents some of the hot exhaust gases from leaving the cylinder.is stores
“residual gases” for the next cycle, oering a practical way to raise the mixture temperature to
ensure HCCI autoignition [3]. By changing the amount of NVO, one can aect the mixture
temperature and dilution and ultimately control the chemical kinetics behind combustion
timing. Temperature and dilution work in opposite directions, but typically temperature
dominates [4]. NVO is not instantly adjustable with common variable valve timing systems,
and the reader is cautioned that many researchers publish results with fully variable (li
and timing) electric or hydraulic valve actuation systems that are expensive to implement in
production engines.
1.2 Primary contribution and existing models
e primary contribution of this dissertation is the ability to experimentally predict large,
near chaotic HCCI oscillations from one combustion cycle to the next (also referred to as
high Cyclic Variability, or high CV).is is important because these oscillations are one of
two main constraints that prevent HCCI from being used over a sizable load range that is
practical for production cars [5]. (e other constraint is combustion that is too rapid for
safe, low-noise engine operation.)
To understand the signicance of high CV predictions, it’s important to understand the
limitations of existing modeling approaches. To begin, a key fact is that HCCI is very sensitive
to the quantity and temperature of residual gases carried over with NVO, and at the same time
these quantities are not directly observable with common sensors (e.g. in-cylinder pressure).
To see this, consider the ideal gas law PV = nRT , where P is pressure, V is cylinder volume,
n is molar gas quantity, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is absolute temperature. If we
know V from the measured crank angle and P from a sensor, we are limited to just knowing
the product of n and T . In general, in-cylinder temperature cannot be directly measured.
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It varies spatially (the cylinder wall temperature is dierent from the core of the gas) and
suciently fast thermocouple sensors are not physically robust with bead sizes 1/10th the
diameter of a human hair.
As of October, 2014, the state-of-the-art, physics-based solution to quantifying residual
gases is to use various assumptions about mixture and heat transfer with a robust (but
many cycles slow) temperature measurement in the exhaust manifold to back compute the
approximate conditions in the cylinder [6, 7].e validity of this approach across a large
range of engine conditions and large transients has yet to be demonstrated, and the solution
itself has easily excited oscillatory convergence behavior with high sensitivity to air mass
estimation errors.
is diculty in estimating the mixture state and composition (the temperature and
quantities of air and residual gases) explains why low-order physics-based models and even
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with chemical kinetics have yet to demonstrate
cycle-to-cycle predictions of near chaotic combustion in experiments. To see how mixture
uncertainties impact predictions, Fig. 1.3 shows a state-of-the-art, physics-basedmodel of near
chaotic HCCI at steady-state (no transients) intended for feedback control [8]. Specically,
Fig. 1.3 shows θ50 (the time when 50% of the air-fuel-residual mixture has burned measured
as the angle from TDC, more commonly known as CA50) on a type of plot known as a
return map. A return map shows the temporal relationship between the current combustion
timing k along the x-axis (abscissa) and the next timing k+1 on the y-axis (ordinate). Points
near the diagonal are stable (current value is near next value), whereas o diagonal points
are oscillatory, or unstable and near chaotic.
e original gure’s caption “predictions” is somewhat misleading, because this is in
fact a tuned simulation where the cloud of possible combustion timing points is generated
by simulating residual gas fraction xr as a random variable with mean 44.3% and a
standard deviation of 0.8%. (Residual gas fraction is the mass fraction of residual in the
mixture.)is standard deviation of 0.8% is a very small variation of xr and is essentially
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At steady-state:  Are you here on the diagonal?
Or are you oscillating off the diagonal?
This “predictive,” physics-based model for 
HCCI cannot say with certainty where you 
are because it models the mixture state and 
composition as a random variable.
At best, it provides a cloud of possibilities.
However, the noiseless behavior is shown to 
be part of a bifurcation cascade to chaos. 
Figure 1.3 Steady-state simulations of combustion phasing at the combustion stability limit with
residual fraction noise to capture CV. Adapted from [8] under fair use.
unobservable. Dierent residual estimationmethods can disagree about the actual xr value by
6% experimentally (Fig. 11 in [6]), and even when tested under tuned, steady-state, noiseless
simulation, individual methods disagree about the actual value by up to 2% [9]. As an aside,
the ∼3.5 crank angle exhaust valve timing step shown for transient validation in Fig. 11 of [6]
is small compared to the steps used for the algorithm in this dissertation, which were up to
10x larger (Fig. 5.6).
ese experimental realities place an upper limit on what’s possible with physics-based
approaches, and this is evidenced by the fact that even when the model of Fig. 1.3 is combined
with a state-of-the-art residual estimation model of [6, 7] unstable HCCI oscillations are
not predicted (subgure¶ in Fig. 1.4). In fact, this is even aer an adaptation routine has
been implemented to correct for uncertainties in residual estimation. Finally, while these
models are based on physics, in the end they’re still curve ts, which has implications for
practical engine calibration. For example, for a single engine operating point, Fig. 1.3 requires
the tuning of 10 parameters and ultimately only provides a cloud of possibilities.e more
advanced, adaptive algorithm (subgure¶ in Fig. 1.4) requires tuning of 22 parameters [10]
and still doesn’t track cycle-to-cycle oscillations beyond the mean value.
One might argue that higher-order approaches that use Computational Fluid Dynamics
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(CFD) and chemical kinetics may be able to predict unstable HCCI oscillations. However,
these models are typically only validated to provide trend-wise correct average combustion
behavior [16], not cycle-to-cycle behavior. ey also take day(s) to simulate a single
combustion event (which is completely impractical for real-time control). As of September,
2014, the state-of-the-art for understanding for CV with CFD and chemical kinetics (for
Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition (RCCI), which has similarities to HCCI) is to
argue that varying the initial conditions will reproduce experimental variability [15] (shown
2013-2014 control-oriented HCCI model at steady-state
with both residual gas estimation and online adaptation.
“Obviously, the noise present in the measurement 
cannot be reproduced by the model…” -❸
physics-based
2013-2014 control-oriented HCCI model simulation
where the author adds noise to model the oscillations.
physics-based
2013-2014 neural network combined with a physics-based,
control-oriented model of RCCI with over an octane number step.
combined physics-based andmachine learning
2013 support vector 
regression HCCI model
2010 neural network HCCI model
❸
machine learningmachine learning
2014 3D CFD model of RCCI. The authors argue that varying the initial 
conditions allows them to reproduce experimental variability.
CFD and chemical kinetics
❶
❷
Figure 1.4 While thesemodels may reproduce trends and track themean value, none actually predict
cycle-to-cycle oscillations. Adapted from [7, 11, 12] under fair use. Subgure¶ is a zoomed view of
the vector graphics for cylinder 2 in Fig. 3 of [7] created using Adobe Illustrator®.
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in subgure· in Fig. 1.5). Various reasons are given, but the practice of adjusting boundary
conditions to values other than those measured in the experiment so that the model ts
experimental data is very common, and is decidedly not a method for a priori predictions.
For example, a 2014 Ph.D. thesis states, “In order to replicate the combustion phasing of
[HCCI] experiments, the simulations required a constant 10 K increase in intake manifold
temperature.” [16]
Figs. 1.4 and 1.5 also show that existing machine learning approaches cannot reproduce
combustion oscillations, even when combined with physics-based models.e author of
subgure¸ in Fig. 1.5 calls the oscillations “noise” and adds noise to his model reproduce the
2013-2014 control-oriented HCCI model at steady-state
with both residual gas estimation and online adaptation.
“Obviously, the noise present in the measurement 
cannot be reproduced by the model…” -❸
physics-based
2013-2014 control-oriented HCCI model simulation
where the author adds noise to model the oscillations.
physics-based
2013-2014 neural network combined with a physics-based,
control-oriented model of RCCI with over an octane number step.
combined physics-based andmachine learning
2013 support vector 
regression HCCI model
2010 neural network HCCI model
❸
machine learningmachine learning
2014 3D CFD model of RCCI. The authors argue that varying the initial 
conditions allows them to reproduce experimental variability.
CFD and chemical kinetics
❶
❷
Figure 1.5 While these models may reproduce trends and track themean value, none actually predict
cycle-to-cycle oscillations. Adapted from [13, 14, 15] under fair use.
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experimental behavior later in his Ph.D. dissertation. Finally, the only remaining approach is
to use joint probability distributions from symbolic statistics [17].is data-driven method
has not been shown to generalize beyond the engine condition for which the data was
acquired, and all publications related to this topic do not show cycle-to-cycle predictions of
CA50 (although, curiously, [17] does show cycle-to-cycle model error instead).
1.3 Chemistry and chaos
While the previous discussion might lead one to think it is impossible to predict HCCI
autoignition, that is actually not the case. Autoignition is very predictable when the full
system state is known. In well-controlled rapid compression machine experiments [18, 19],
the ignition delay of iso-octane under typical, unboosted HCCI engine conditions can be
well dened* using the global mixture state:
τ ∝ P−1.05 Φ−0.77 [O2]−1.41EXP
(
a
RT
)
(1.1)
where τ is the time delay until the mixture autoignites, P is pressure,Φ is the equivalence
ratio, [O2] is the oxygen mole fraction, R is the ideal gas constant, T is absolute temperature
and a is an Arrhenius-like activation energy.†
Yet despite the relatively simple functional form for individual iso-octane autoignition
events given by Eq. 1.1,‡ it is well known that complex combustion stability issues pervade
practical HCCI implementations using iso-octane and other fuels [21, 22]. For iso-octane and
gasoline-like fuel blends, the stability limit behavior is characterized by large cycle-to-cycle
* He et al. achieved a 0.98 coecient of determination (R2) for Eq. 1.1 [18].
† e value a is termed “Arrhenius-like” because it is for an ignition delay curve t and not for an isolated
reaction rate. Additionally, a can vary signicantly depending on the region of interest [19].
‡ Even when combined with an autoignition integral to account for the full trajectory of thermodynamic
states imposed by the piston’s motion [20].
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oscillations or high CV prior to misre [23].§ While a number of possible explanations have
been suggested to understand high CV oscillations (cf. [26]), one of the most fascinating
observations has been that high CV can be viewed as part of a cascade of near chaotic system
bifurcations that have sensitive dependence on the engine set point [27], similar to what is
seen in lean limit and high residual Spark Ignition (SI) engines [28, 29]. A brief introduction
to bifurcation theory as it relates to HCCI combustion is provided for the reader in Sec. 2.1.
1.4 Motivation and goals
In light of the above, the author contends that one of the primary challenges facing practical,
gasoline based HCCI implementations is not so much the existence of complex bifurcation
behavior with sensitive dependence on state and parameters, but that new methods are
needed to capture the global mixture state and autoignition characteristics on a cycle-to-cycle
basis so that near chaotic combustion instabilities can be predicted and corrected for a priori.
In particular, the ability to accurately control and reduce combustion phasing oscillations can
potentially enable the use of late phased combustion to mitigate the excessive pressure rise
rates that currently constrain HCCI’s high-load operation [30], while also addressing the high
CV experienced at low-load.e rst step in this endeavor is to accurately predict combustion
phasing across a wide variety of transients, operating points with high CV and at steady-state
from cycle-to-cycle, and the nal step is to use these predictions to intelligently control the
engine on a cycle-to-cycle basis.e above views are supported by the facts that individual
autoignition events can be fairly deterministic (e.g. Eq. 1.1) and even simple deterministic
§ As shown in [23], the exact HCCI stability limit behavior does vary between dierent fuel blends.at said,
the general behavior of iso-octane can be considered representative of the typical, unboosted behavior
of gasoline [24, 21, 23]. Additionally, while Eq. 1.1 captures the behavior of iso-octane under typical,
unboosted HCCI conditions, it is worth highlighting that the behavior across a larger range of conditions
is substantially more complex than Eq. 1.1 suggests (see [25]). In fact, as noted earlier, the behaviors of
both iso-octane and gasoline-like mixtures are suciently complex that the full chemical kinetics (cf. [25])
are computationally infeasible on modern engine controllers. Additionally, even if one could perform
the chemical kinetics cycle-to-cycle on a real-time engine controller, there remains the subproblem of
determining the exact mixture state and composition.
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functions can experience the sudden onset of bifurcation behavior when iterated (see Sec. 2.1).
1.5 A new approach to engine combustion
e following chapters will detail a new machine learning approach to HCCI combustion
phasing predictions that not only works with steady-state data, but also works with transient,
near chaotic experimental (not simulation) data (Fig. 1.6).e approach is able to adapt to
new engine conditions in real-time on low-cost hardware, and it diers substantially from
existing models that have not been shown to track near chaotic high CV outside of simulated
mean behavior (see comparison in Sec. 1.2).is new methodology enables a new class of
predictive control strategies for complex, high CV HCCI combustion (Fig. 1.7), and oers
an alternative to the common ways we understand and control engine combustion today,
possibly beyond HCCI (Fig. 1.8).
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Figure 1.6 Multi-cylinder predictions with the techniques developed in this dissertation. Each
blue vertical line is a harsh, simultaneous transient of four dierent engine actuators (see Fig. 5.6 for
detailed information about the actuator settings).
• Add more terms to low-order models
• Build more elaborate 3D CFD models
Remove model complexity and let a 
computer learn the complex patterns
Two paths to capturing complex combustion behavior
The path taken in this dissertation. The typical modeling approach.
Figure 1.7 A high-level, conceptual view of how this dissertation diers from typical approaches to
modeling complex combustion behavior.
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❸ C F D  +  C h e m i c a l  K i n e t i c s
D i s c r e t i z e  N a v i e r - S t o k e s  e q s .  f o r  u p  
t o  ~ 7 0 0 k  m e s h  e l e m e n t s ,  s e l e c t  a  
f a v o r i t e  t u r b u l e n c e  m o d e l ,
c h o o s e  ~ 1 0 0  t o  ~ 6 , 0 0 0  r e a c t i o n s
2 0 1 4  P h D  t h e s i s :   “ . . . m o d e l  w a s  
c a p a b l e  o f  p r e d i c t i n g  t r e n d - w i s e  
a g r e e m e n t w i t h  m e t a l  e n g i n e . . .”
2 0 1 4 ,  8 . 2  m e g a w a t t  s u p e r c o m p u t e r  
f o r  d i l u t e  S I  c o m b u s t i o n  s t a b i l i t y :   
“ C h a n g i n g  t h e  r a n d o m  n u m b e r  
[ g e n e r a t o r ]  s e e d  p r o d u c e s . . .
s i g n i f i c a n t  v a r i a t i o n  i n
p r e d i c t e d  p e r f o r m a n c e .”
❶ T y p i c a l  E n g i n e  C o n t r o l
M i c r o s o f t  E x c e l ® - l i k e
l o o k u p  t a b l e s
•  S t e a d y - s t a t e  t u n e d  m a p s
•  V a r y i n g  P I D  l o o p  g a i n s
•  T a b l e s  f o r  t a b l e s  ( e . g .  t r i m s )
❷ T w o - S t a t e ,  P h y s i c s - B a s e d  
M o d e l  f o r  H C C I  C o n t r o l
W h i t e - b o x  c u r v e - f i t t i n g ,  p h y s i c a l  
s t a t e s  a r e  n o t  d i r e c t l y  m e a s u r e d ,  
2 2  p a r a m e t e r s ,  n e e d s  a d a p t a t i o n
M a c h i n e  L e a r n i n g
“ B l a c k - b o x  c u r v e - f i t t i n g ”
T h i s  d i s s e r t a t i o n :
•  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1  m e g a w a t t s
•  0 . 0 0 0 5  s e c o n d s t o  c a l c u l a t e  o n
i P h o n e ®  g e n .  1  p r o c e s s o r
•  ~ 2 0  m i n .  t o  l e a r n  n e a r  c h a o s
•  C a n  a d a p t  a n d  c o n t r o l  a n
e n g i n e  i n  r e a l - t i m e
◦ 1  m a i n  p a r a m e t e r ,  2  s e n s o r s
◦ R o b u s t  a c r o s s  m u l t i p l e  e n g i n e s
◦ A n a l y t i c a l l y  d i f f e r e n t i a b l e
N e w  p o s s i b i l i t i e s :
P r e v i o u s  m a c h i n e  l e a r n i n g  a n d
❶ ❷ ❸ a p p r o a c h e s  h a v e  o n l y  
b e e n  s h o w n  t o  t r a c k  t h e  a v e r a g e  
b e h a v i o r  o f  e x p e r i m e n t s .  N o n e
p r e d i c t  n e a r - c h a o t i c  H C C I  i n  
c y c l e - t o - c y c l e  e x p e r i m e n t s .
Figure 1.8 e model shown under· is from [7, 10].e quotes and images under¸ are from [16, 31] under fair use.
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1.6 Document organization
• Chapter 2 provides a short introduction to both bifurcation theory and machine
learning.
• Chapter 3 proposes an abstract mapping function abstraction for the cycle-to-cycle
time evolution of HCCI combustion.
• Chapter 4 derives a new online adaptive machine learning algorithm and provides
details of its application to tting the abstract mapping function.
• Chapter 5 describes the experimental setup, details extensive cycle-to-cycle experi-
mental observations, and demonstrates the model performance on a subset of those
datasets.
• Chapter 6 explores model parameter sensitivity and extrapolation information with
existing datasets.
• Chapter 7 details a custom low-cost, platform that implements the dissertation
framework in real-time.
• Chapter 8 demonstrates that the framework is feasible for real-time engine control.
• Chapter 9 summarizes the dissertation and provides directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Bifurcationeory and Machine Learning
2.1 Concepts from bifurcation theory
To understand what a bifurcation entails, we begin by dening a dynamical system. A
dynamical system describes the time evolution of a system using some xed rule. Dynamical
systems are typically encountered in the form of dierential equations wherein a xed relation
amongst derivatives describes how a system evolves in time. A discrete dynamical system can
sometimes be constructed to provide a simpler understanding of a periodic continuous system.
When such a discrete system realization is possible, the time evolution of the continuous
system can be reduced to an iterative function that takes a periodic point in the continuous
case and maps it to a subsequent period (similar to a Poincare´ map, although a Poincare´ map
deals with the evolution on phase space sections without mention of time explicitly). [32, 33]
In the context of anHCCI engine that usesNVO to carry a sizable fraction of residual gases
(typically 20-60% [34, 9]) from the previous cycle to promote the next cycle’s combustion,
this xed iterative rule can be thought of as a function that maps some measure(s) of the
state of one combustion event to the next:
current combustion= function
(
previous combustion, parameters
)
(2.1)
While this hypothetical mapping function compactly summarizes how one might view NVO
HCCI within the framework of a discrete dynamical system, the function itself must be
specied, parameters may vary cycle-to-cycle, and there are stochastic components that are
likely to be present.
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As an example of a simple mapping function that exhibits many common behaviors
of discrete dynamical systems, consider the quadratic functionQ(x) = c−x2 with c as a
parameter [32]. In this case,Q
(
x
)
is the xed rule used to map the current state xn to the
next state xn+1:
xn+1 =Q
(
xn
)
= c−
(
xn
)2 (2.2)
If one starts to iterate Eq. 2.2 with x0 = 0.0 and c= 0.25:
0.25=Q
(
0.00
)
0.19=Q
(
0.25
)
0.21=Q
(
0.19
)
0.20=Q
(
0.21
)
0.21=Q
(
0.20
)
0.21=Q
(
0.21
)
...
(2.3)
the function value converges to 0.21, which is an attracting xed point of the system for the
chosen parameter. If the c parameter is gradually increased to 1.0, the xed point moves and
ultimately bifurcates into two recurring values:
1.0=Q
(
0.0
)
0.0=Q
(
1.0
)
...
(2.4)
is oscillatory behavior is called a period 2 cycle. To illustrate this behavior, Fig. 2.1 shows
the nal function value(s) in the limit of a large number of iterations as c is varied. It’s clear
that the period doubling bifurcation that yielded the period 2 cycle occurred abruptly as cwas
increased past 3/4.e bifurcation is thus a signicant change in the solution’s behavior for
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a small change in the system’s parameter. It is also the rst of an entire cascade of bifurcations
that ultimately lead to chaos as cmoves towards the value 2.is cascade is a characteristic of
many mapping functions (including low-order models of HCCI [8]), although the particulars
of the cascade typically vary from function-to-function [35]. Additionally, it must be stressed
that while the same xed rule is still operating from iteration-to-iteration in the chaotic
region of Fig. 2.1, the system has become very sensitive to both the parameter and the starting
point.is extreme sensitivity despite completely deterministic behavior is the hallmark of a
chaotic system. As noted earlier, HCCI autoignition can be very deterministic* and, as will
be discussed later, HCCI has the visible markings of a bifurcating system.
-¼ 2, -parameter
2, -axis
-2
Analogy:  decreasing fuel
Black points are the asymptotic 
orbit of 

   as  → ∞
with 	 on [-¼, 2] and 

 	
¾
High CV,
oscillatory
HCCI
Low CV
HCCI
Figure 2.1 e bifurcation diagram ofQ
(
x
)
as c is varied, along with a qualitative representation of
how one might view high CV HCCI.
Despite the oscillatory behavior for c= 1.0, a xed point is still given by the solution of
x=Q
(
x
)
, with one of the roots being 12(
√
5−1). However, this xed point cannot be “seen”
because it no longer attracts nearby points.us, even if one started with a point close to the
* He et al. achieved a 0.98 coecient of determination (R2) for Eq. 1.1 [18].
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exact root x= 0.61803..., the system would still be attracted to the period 2 cycle:
0.64=Q
(
0.60
)
0.59=Q
(
0.64
)
0.65=Q
(
0.59
)
...
0.00=Q
(
1.00
)
1.00=Q
(
0.00
)
(2.5)
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Figure 2.2 (a)e return map ofQ
(
x
)
as c is increased. (b) A zoomed view of the bifurcation that
occurs as c is swept past 3/4.
Finally, returnmaps provide another useful tool to visualize iteration-to-iteration behavior,
however they can do so without explicit knowledge of a system’s parameters. A return map is
generated by plotting a function’s current value along the x-axis and the function’s next value
on the y-axis. Fig. 2.2 showsQ(x)’s return map as c is varied with added Gaussian noise that
might be present in an experiment. If a point is near the blue diagonal y= x, the next value
is approximately equal to its current value. If a point is o the diagonal, it means the system
has some additional periodic structure. For brevity, the reader is referred to [32, 33, 36] for
more rigorous discussions on the behaviors seen in bifurcating dynamical systems.
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2.2 Machine learning
Over the past few decades there has been considerable progress in the use of machine learning
to perform non-linear regression of unknown functions [37].ere are various algorithms
used in machine learning regression, but in general they take data and attempt to nd a
functional mapping between inputs and outputs without a predened analytical relationship
between those inputs and outputs. In the context of a discrete dynamical system, one might
use one of these algorithms to nd the mapping function between iterations in Eqs. 2.1 or 2.2.
is machine learning approach stands in contrast to existing CFDwith chemical kinetics
by being very computationally ecient. While CFD and chemical kinetics can capture a
great deal of combustion chemistry (see [38] and gasoline mechanism validation [39]), their
simulation time of a ∼50 millisecond engine cycle is typically measured in day(s) for a single
core of a modern computer.
At the other computational complexity extreme, low-order approximation models of
HCCI for control have been developed since at least the early 2000’s [40] based o spark
ignition engine knock models developed in the 1950’s [20]. Recently, eorts have been made
to extend such autoignition models to high CV regions of HCCI by injecting random residual
noise in simulation and observing similar cycle-to-cycle dynamics as experiments [8]. Such
CV models are tuned to a handful of engine conditions and are only “predictive” in the sense
that when tuned with random noise they simulate the general return map shape seen in
actual engine experiments (see Sec. 1.2).
at said, for a restricted set of conditions, thesemethods have been useful for theoretically
showing that a period doubling cascade to chaos underlies the observed high CV behavior [8].
It should be noted that an extension of themodel described in [8] has also been developedwith
online residual estimation and online adaptation [7], however it has not been demonstrated
to capture CV beyond the mean value (see subgure¶ in Fig. 1.4).
us, the machine learning approach is intended to ll the prediction gap between high
delity chemical kinetics and low-order models, and avoid the air-fuel-residual mixture state
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estimation needed for both of those methods. Additionally, the approach in this thesis avoids
the need to calibrate sub-models that explicitly capture the non-linear chemistry, non-linear
physics, the high engine parameter sensitivity during period doubling bifurcation(s), etc.
While there are some clear benets to the machine learning approach, a key issue is
that machine learning is data driven, and relatively large quantities of data are needed to
adequately cover large dimensional spaces. As shown conceptually in Fig. 2.3, these high
dimensional data might be viewed as a “porcupine” [37]. Each engine operating condition
might be viewed as a “quill” of Eq. 3.14’s six-dimensional “porcupine,” and machine learning
algorithms know nothing about the ideal gas law or chemical kinetics, so their ability to
extrapolate between “quills” is limited, especially when provided sparse data.e author’s
previous work in [41] used a random sampling of cycle time series for training to ensure the
data driven model had data to t the “quills,” and then assessed the model’s ability to predict
on the remaining (randomly chosen) cycles.us, the training dataset was partially acausual
and that the model itself wasn’t shown to adapt to new conditions.
Six-dimensional 
offline mapping
function fit with
original β0
Online adaptation to move between the 
“quills” and also adjust for parameter 
variation with updated β1
Figure 2.3 High dimensional data (such as the six dimensional input to Eq. 3.14) might be viewed
conceptually as a “porcupine” [37]. A primary goal of this work is to design an adaptive algorithm to
t online data between the “quills” while also maintaining good generalization by using a weighted
balance of online data to oine data “quills.”
A contribution of this work is the development of a new online learningmethod to provide
real-time adaptive, fully causal predictions of HCCI combustion phasing.is method, called
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Weighted Ring - Extreme Learning Machine (WR-ELM), enables online extrapolation of an
oine Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) model that is trained to t the “quills” of oine
data. WR-ELM was originally proposed by the author in the October, 2013 paper [42].
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Chapter 3
Mapping Function
3.1 Selection of an HCCI mapping variable
In this chapter, we consider the selection of a suitable mapping variable for NVO HCCI
engine combustion. Ideally, this mapping variable would be a scalar that quanties the
previous cycle’s inuence on the next cycle. is variable should also be experimentally
measurable during transients and at operating points with high CV. A number of variables
have been studied to understand cycle-to-cycle behavior in HCCI in prior work, such as
net heat release [27], CA50 [17], and in-cylinder temperature [28]. Of these, temperature is
perhaps the most meaningful because of its exponential inuence in Eq. 1.1.
Unfortunately, temperature is dicult to measure with in-cylinder pressure transducers
because it requires knowledge of the total number of moles in the cylinder (to use the ideal
gas law), which in turn requires a model for both the temperature and quantity of residual
carried over from the previous cycle along with an engine breathing model for Volumetric
Eciency (VE).us the measurement is both indirect and recursively based on the previous
cycle’s temperature. Moreover, if the models for residual and VE are parameterized at steady-
state, they may not be valid during transients and operating points with high CV. Any
errors in temperature are also exponentially amplied in equations such as Eq. 1.1, and those
exponential errors are then integrated with additional exponential relations for polytropic
compression in an autoignition integral. In fact, a±1% error in absolute temperature at IVC
can cause approximately ±2.5 ◦CA of error in a start of combustion for a state-of-the-art
physics based, control-oriented combustion model at a single operating point with steady-
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state late phasing (see Fig. 2.3 in [43]). Finally, there are also wall temperature eects that can
signicantly aect autoignition [44, 30] and the fact that unburned fuel and trace species in
residual gases such as formaldehyde inuence autoignition in addition to temperature [45,
23, 46].
As a way around these issues with temperature, the author has chosen to focus on directly
measurable characteristics of the burn itself. In particular, the timing of the burn is the most
important variable when using late phased combustion as a method to control excessive
pressure rise rates [30]. Although CA50 is typically used to quantify combustion phasing,
CA90 is used in this work because it is a stronger indicator of bifurcation dynamics on a
return map (see Fig. 5.2 in Sec. 5.3). CA90 and CA50 are related quantities, and in terms of
model t statistics there was no signicant benet of using one over the other.at said, a few
isolated instances were observed where CA90 did a better job predicting large oscillations at
the high CV stability limit.
CA90 represents the timing of the tail end of the burn in relation to the window of high
temperatures around Top Dead Center (TDC) before any remaining reactions that could
potentially inuence residual gas species are frozen by expansion from the piston’s motion.
It captures both late phased burns that are oen associated with high CV and early phased
burns that have issues with excessive pressure rise rates. us, the author views CA90 as
both an indirect, inverse measure of temperature (since high temperature burns will go to
completion faster) and a measure of the trace species present because late phased burns
typically have poor combustion eciency. Finally, the 90% burn point is chosen because it is
typically the largest heat release fraction that is well dened against experimental noise and
pressure uctuations in the nonlinear tail of a heat release curve [47].
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3.2 Heat release model
To compute CA50 and CA90 on a cycle-to-cycle basis, a single zone net heat release
(neglecting heat transfer) model was used:
Qnet =
∫θb
θa
γ
γ−1
PdV+
∫θb
θa
1
γ−1
V dP (3.1)
whereQnet is the net heat release, P is either 3-point smoothed in-cylinder pressure or zero
phase, 8th order Butterworth 3.5 kHz ltered P,* V is cylinder volume from crank slider
calculations, γ= 1.305, dP is computed using a 5-point central dierence, dV is from the
analytical derivative, and integration is performed using the trapezoidal method.e crank
angles θa and θb and other key variables are shown in Fig. 3.1. Because of experimental noise
and pressure uctuations, the nal value ofQnet was taken to be the mean integral value
between 50 and 60 degrees Aer TDC (◦ATDC). Based on a separate heat release sensitivity
study, a compression ratio of 11.0 (instead of the geometric compression ratio of 11.2) was
selected for volume calculations.
Although heat transfer can account for ∼20% of gross heat release under typical HCCI
conditions [48], it is neglected here because it requires measurements that may not be valid
for transients and operating points with high CV.ese measurements include in-cylinder
temperature of both the wall and gas along with heat transfer correlations that were developed
for steady-state engine operation. A constant γ is used in Eq. 3.1 because it does not require
tracking the in-cylinder temperature and composition, and because allowing γ to oat with
the measured polytropic exponents cycle-to-cycle canmake heat release calculations sensitive
to pressure pegging errors [47]. is particular constant γ value was chosen in the spirit
of the Rassweiler and Withrow model described in [47] aer observing the similarity of
the cycle-to-cycle polytropic exponent means before and aer combustion. Specically, the
* Both ltering approaches produced similar combustion phasing results for the data described in this work.
To reduce computational complexity, the nal real-time implementation uses 3-point smoothed pressure.
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Figure 3.1 A schematic of key engine cycle variables.e timing of both PIVC and PNVO have been
modied from the original version in [41] to meet real-time engine controller timing requirements.
PIVC was moved to the previous cycle and PNVO’s crank angle range was shortened. PIVC has also
been moved closer to TDC to take advantage of the inherent signal amplication provided by the
compression process.
polytropic exponent 50 to 30 degrees Before TDC (◦BTDC) had a mean (µ) of 1.300 with
a standard deviation (σ) of 0.017, and the polytropic exponent 60 to 80 ◦ATDC had a µ of
1.308 with a σ of 0.033 across all four cylinders over the full range of randomized actuator set
points detailed in Sec. 5.1.
While inaccuracy is introduced with the above heat release simplications, it is felt that
uniformly applying the above method still provides relative combustion timing information
without introducing parameterizations that may not be valid for transients and operating
points with high CV. Additionally, outlier criteria are provided in Sec 5.2 to ensure that the
net heat release has a achieved a stable value over the range theQnet mean is evaluated to
avoid the experimental uncertainty in determining the end of combustion.ese criteria are
fairly permissive, with only 3% of the cycles removed.e reader is referred to [49, 48, 47]
for more thorough discussions on the diculties of computing heat release at steady-state,
without the added complexity of transients or high CV.
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3.3 Abstract mapping function
e goal of this section is not to develop explicit relations, but rather to derive an abstract,
skeletal functional form for CA90 that is based on known models such as Eq. 1.1. is
functional dependence will be used later in conjunction with the machine learning technique
described in Chapter 4 to compute a cycle-to-cycle mapping function. Please refer to Fig. 3.1
for a schematic overview of the various measurements along with the specic crank angles
referred to by valve timing subscripts.
Cycle-to-cycle air measurements
Consider an idealized, adiabatic intake process between Intake Valve Open (IVO) and Intake
Valve Close (IVC) where work eects are neglected, n is the moles of gas in the cylinder, and
u(T) is the molar specic heat as a function of temperature:
nresidual · [ uresidual(TIVO)−uresidual(TIVC) ]
= nair · [ uair(TIVC)−uair(Tintake) ]
(3.2)
If one assumes equal specic heats, collects the terms, notes that nIVC = nresidual+nair,
redenes nIVO = nresidual and incorporates ideal gas law to solve for nair, one has:
nair =
PIVCVIVC−PIVOVIVO
RTintake
(3.3)
While equal mean specic heats are used here to further simplify the equation, the reader
should note that this is not truly valid given the CO2 and H2O content in residual. Still,
assuming Tintake, VIVO and VIVC are known along with the other assumptions above, the
equation can be generalized to:
nair = function( PIVO, PIVC) (3.4)
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Cycle-to-cycle residual measurements
Unfortunately, directly computing residual using in-cylinder pressure is not possible without
a second intensive thermodynamic property.ere are steady-state parameterized methods
that use exhaust temperature to provide approximate in-cylinder temperature for this second
state (e.g. [50]), but it is dicult to get exhaust temperature measurements that can resolve
the blowdown process cycle-to-cycle [51].is diculty is highlighted in the recent residual
estimation paper [6] that claims that reducing the observed model errors requires a faster
exhaust temperature measurement (along with better air mass estimation and parameter
adjustments to lessen the model’s inherent oscillatory convergence behavior).ere are also
methods that use in-cylinder sampling with a high speed lambda meter [52] and methods
that use the gross heat release and the lower heating values of the fuel [53].e former adds
additional complexity to the experimental apparatus, and may also have spatial sensitivity to
the sampling point.e latter is a posteriori method that uses a gross heat release model that
may not be parameterized well for transients and operating points with high CV.
In an eort to avoid these diculties, only the Mirsky method [9] is considered here.is
method is both simple and robust against experimental errors [9].e method is derived by
assuming the residual gases undergo a polytropic process through the exhaust event, and it
can gauge the degree of coupling to the previous cycle with a residual ratio:
nresidual
ntotal, previous cycle
=
VEVC
VEVO
(
PEVC
PEVO
)1/b
(3.5)
where b is the polytropic exponent, EVO is Exhaust Valve Open and EVC is Exhaust Valve
Close. Assuming b, VEVC and VEVO are known and given the assumptions above, the
equation can be generalized to:
nresidual
ntotal, previous cycle
= function( PEVO, PEVC) (3.6)
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e combined functional form
Eq. 1.1 can be rewritten using the terminology developed in previous sections:
τ ∝ P−1.05
(
nfuel
nair
)−0.77(
nair
ntotal
)−1.41
EXP
(
a
R ·T
)
(3.7)
where ntotal = nresidual+air+fuel ≈ nresidual+air because nfuel  nair. Note that O2
carried over in the residual is neglected.e ideal gas law can then be incorporated with (θ)
representing crank angle dependence and the tick mark as a reminder of the unit conversion
between time and ◦CA which is engine speed dependent:
τ ′ ∝ P(θ)−1.05 n−0.77fuel n−0.64air n+1.41total EXP
(
a ·ntotal
P(θ) ·V(θ)
)
(3.8)
To get the Start of Combustion θSOC, an autoignition integral [20] starting from θIVC
can be used:
1=
∫θSOC
θIVC
1
τ ′
dθ (3.9)
If a polytropic process is assumed during compression to dene an exponential relation
between P(θ) and the known V(θ), the integration to unity (Eq. 3.9) can be performed to
implicitly dene θSOC as:
θSOC = function( nfuel, nair, ntotal, PIVC) (3.10)
From [34], CA90 can be computed as:
CA90= function( θSOC, engine speed, Φ ′) (3.11)
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Dropping the speed dependence† and noting that the denition of Φ ′ is
nfuel
nair
(
1 −
nresidual
ntotal
)
, CA90 can be given by:
CA90= function( nfuel, nair, ntotal, PIVC) (3.12)
At this point, even if the heat losses, polytropic exponents, specic heats, etc. were known
for all the previous equations on a cycle-to-cycle basis, the residual quantity would not
be known beyond the ratio of residual retained from the previous cycle using the Mirsky
method. Despite this shortcoming, the author hypothesizes that enough information about
the residual’s inuence on the next cycle is encoded between the residual ratio and the
previous cycle’s CA90 (based on the CA90 discussion in Sec. 3.1):
CA90n+1 = function( CA90n, nfuel, nair, ntotal, PIVC) (3.13)
is equation can then be combined with previous relations for the residual ratio and air
quantity, and reduced in dimensionality by assuming that an averageNVOpressurePNVO can
be used instead of both PEVC and PIVO (the PNVO range is shown in Fig. 3.1). Additionally,
nfuel is typically not able to be measured directly cycle-to-cycle, so injector pulse width
(TI) is used here under the assumption that they are linearly related with PNVO specied to
capture the pressure drop from a constant fuel rail pressure. Since the heretofore equations
do not include a Start of Injection (SOI) eect [46], the dependence must be added. Finally,
while the larger “legs” of CA90 show that CA90 is a more sensitive indicator of what appears
to be a single period doubling bifurcation in Fig 5.2, CA50 is used as the output of the
mapping function instead of CA90 because CA50 is the standard metric of combustion
† While engine speed sensitivity is necessary for any practical engine model, the dependence is dropped
here because the data used in this work were taken at a single engine speed. Additionally, the engine speed
exponent in [34] is 0.3 over the fairly wide range of 750 to 4000 rpm.is indicates that phasing sensitivity
to perturbations in engine speed is “small” relative to factors such as fueling (which has an exponent of
-1.5). Sec. 8.4 will show that adaptation allows the model to tolerate speed variations.
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phasing and it has the same functional dependence as CA90 [34].us, aer a considerable
set of assumptions, we have:
CA50n+1 = function(CA90n, TI, SOI, PEVO, PNVO, PIVC) (3.14)
While there is an argument for using CA90 instead of CA50 (see Sec. 3.1), it was ultimately
found that all four combinations of CA50 andCA90 as inputs and outputs in Eq. 3.14 produced
statistically similar phasing prediction results with the machine learning algorithm.
e reader will note that CA50 or CA90 is being iterated by the function along with a
handful of variables to capture the global mixture state and autoignition characteristics in
Eq 3.14. While this function clearly has more parameters that are not specied, CA50 or CA90
remains analogous to Q(x)’s mapping variable x and everything else basically quanties
a set of c parameters. Going further, if this mapping function can truly be considered a
continuous, one-dimensional mapping of CA50 or CA90, there are implications with regard
to the ordering and stability of periodic cycles. Specically, Sarkovskii’s theorem guarantees
the existence of an (ostensibly unstable) xed point when a period 2 or greater cycle is
present [32, 36]. As the return maps will later show, at least a period 2 cycle is visible across
a wide variety of conditions with late phased HCCI combustion. at said, Sarkovskii’s
theorem and other mathematical aspects are outside the scope of this work.
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Chapter 4
Weighted Ring - Extreme Learning Machine
4.1 Overview
Near chaotic combustion is very sensitive to parameters, and it was found that model
adaptation is essential to make the original mapping function approach with -SVR machine
learning proposed by the author in [41] provide good generalization on out-of-sample
measurements. To achieve adaptation in real-time, the following algorithm is designed
to use an Extreme Learning Machine (ELM).
An ELM is a single-hidden layer feed forward network that uses randomly congured
neurons in lieu of iteratively tuning them.e primary benets of an ELM approach over
the -SVR method originally proposed by the author in [41] are that an ELM is more easily
adapted to online adaptation, provides good model generalization when the data are noisy,
and is extremely fast to execute [54, 55].
Fig. 4.1 shows the algorithm layout graphically, with more details to be provided in
subsequent sections.
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Figure 4.1 A graphical schematic of the Extreme Learning Machine used in this work.
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4.2 e weighted ring
e Weighted Ring - Extreme Learning Machine (WR-ELM) is developed in this work
as a weighted least squares extension to Online Sequential - ELM [55]. While developed
independently, a similar derivation is available in [56]. e dierence between this work
and the classication application in [56] is the use of a ring buer data structure “chunk” for
online updates to an oine trained regression model.
e data in this WR-ELM ring buer are weighted more heavily than the data originally
used to t the oine model.is allows extra emphasis to be placed on recent measurements
that might be between the “quills” of Fig. 2.3’s oine trained model or the result of day-to-
day engine parameter variation. e ring buer weights form a kind of “memory model”
because values eventually exit the buer and are “forgotten.”us, this approach allows one
to prescribe a balance between the least squares residuals of the oine trained model against
the need to adapt to the most recent conditions. It explicitly avoids over adaptation to the
local conditions (that could compromise global generality) by “forgetting” old ring buer
data. Fig. 4.2 gives a schematic representation of this approach, and Fig. 4.3 shows how this
adaptation approach diers from typical adaptation approaches.
Other dierences from [55, 56] are that the derivation below lacks a bias vector b, uses the
Gaussian distribution for a, and drops the unnecessary logistic function exponential negative.
It was found empirically that the computation of the bias b addition step could be removed
with no loss of tting performance if a’s elements were drawn from the Gaussian distribution
N(0,1). ELM theory only requires the distribution to be continuous [54], although the ability
nn-1n-2n-3n-4n-5n-6n-8
forget
n-7
Cycle timeline:
Weighted ring buffer of previous input-output data pairs
n+1 n+2
… and you have the input vector xn+1
You want to predict the future output CA50n+2
Figure 4.2 A schematic overview of WR-ELM ring buer approach.
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Balance trim against calibration with weight WPossibly include a “forgetting factor”
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Trim with recent data
General “calibration”
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Figure 4.3 A high-level view of how the adaptation algorithm in this dissertation diers from typical
machine learning adaptation approaches.
to remove the bias is likely problem specic.
4.3 Core algorithm
e basic goal of an Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is to solve for the output layer weight
vector β that scales the transformed inputH to output T:
Hβ= T (4.1)
whereH is the hidden layer output matrix of a given input matrix and T is the target vector.
H can be thought of as a non-linear front-end to the linear β back-end, with β being used to
scale the front-end to t the target vector T.
For a set of n input-output data pairs and N˜ neurons at the nth cycle timestep, these
variables are given by
H(a,x) =

G(a1,x1) . . . G(aN˜,x1)
... . . . ...
G(a1,xn) . . . G(aN˜,xn)

n×N˜
(4.2)
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where G(ai,x) is the neuron activation function, chosen to be a commonly used logistic
function, but without the unnecessary negative:
G(ai,x) =
1
1+exp(x ·ai) . (4.3)
Using a random input weight vector ai that is composed of random variable (r.v.) samples
from a Gaussian distribution for each of the z input variables gives
ai =

r.v. ∼ N(0,1)
...
r.v. ∼ N(0,1)

z×1
. (4.4)
e use of a random ai that is re-sampled for each of the N˜ individual neurons during
initialization is the main dierence of an Extreme Learning Machine vs. conventional neural
networks that iteratively train each ai [54].ese ai vectors can then be collected into a single
input weight matrix a, which is held xed across all n input row vectors x
x=
[
CA90n TI SOI PIVC PEVO PNVO
]
n×z
(4.5)
and n output values
T=
[
CA50n+1
]
n×1
. (4.6)
e normal equations can then be used to solve for the least squares solution β of Eq. 4.1
with
β= (H>H)−1H>T . (4.7)
To extend this to a weighted least squares solution, one can incorporate a diagonal weight
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matrixW to the normal equations [57]:
β= (H>WH)−1H>WT . (4.8)
e solution can then be split between an oine and online “chunk” of recent input-
output data pairs to avoid both the computational and storage burden of using oine data
directly. To do this, the matrices are partitioned with subscript 0 and 1 denoting the oine
and online updated components, respectively:
H=
H0
H1

n×N˜
W=
W0 0
0 W1

n×N
T=
T0
T1

n×1
. (4.9)
en, following a similar derivation in [55] for recursive least squares but adding the weight
matrix, the inversion portion H>WH of the weighted normal equations Eq. 4.8 can be
re-written in terms of K0 and K1:
K1 =H>WH=
H0
H1

>W0 0
0 W1

H0
H1

=
[
H>0 H>1
]W0 0
0 W1

H0
H1

=
[
H>0 W0 H>1 W1
]H0
H1

=H>0 W0H0+H>1 W1H1
= K0+H>1 W1H1 .
(4.10)
e non-inverted portion of the normal equations can similarly be re-written using existing
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relations:
H>WT=
H0
H1

>W0 0
0 W1

T0
T1

=
[
H>0 H>1
]W0 0
0 W1

T0
T1

=
[
H>0 W0 H>1 W1
]T0
T1

=H>0 W0T0+H>1 W1T1
= K0K−10 H
>
0 W0T0+H>1 W1T1
= K0β0+H>1 W1T1
=
(
K1−H>1 W1H1
)
β0+H>1 W1T1
= K1β0−H>1 W1H1β0+H>1 W1T1 .
(4.11)
Substituting Eq. 4.11 into the full online solution
β1 =
(
K−11
)(
H>WT
)
= β0−K−11 H
>
1 W1H1β0+K−11 H
>
1 W1T1
= β0+K−11 H
>
1 W1 (T1−H1β0)
(4.12)
yields the online solution without the need for the oine dataset. To trade the computational
burden of the N˜× N˜ sized K inverse for an inverse that scales with smaller sized ring buer,
one can let P= K−1
P0 = K−10 =
(
H>0 W0H0
)−1
(4.13)
P1 = K−11 =
(
P−10 +H
>
1 W1H1
)−1
(4.14)
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and use the matrix inversion lemma on Eq. 4.14 to yield:
P1 = P0−P0H>1
(
W−11 +H1P0H
>
1
)−1
H1P0 . (4.15)
Unlike OS-ELM andWOS-ELM [55, 56], additional simplication is possible because the
WR-ELM algorithm does not propagate P1 in time. To begin, append theH>1 W1 portion of
Eq. 4.12 to Eq. 4.15 and distributeH>1 to give:
P1H>1 W1 =[
P0H>1 −P0H>1
(
W−11 +H1P0H
>
1
)−1
H1P0H>1
]
W1 .
(4.16)
Eq. 4.16 can then be simplied with the substitutions A = P0H>1 , B = H1A and then
distributingW1 to provide:
P1H>1 W1 = A
[
W1−
(
W−11 +B
)−1
BW1
]
. (4.17)
Transforming Eq. 4.17 with the identity (X+Y)−1Y = X−1(X−1+Y−1)−1 [58] gives:
P1H>1 W1 = A
[
W1−W1
(
W1+B−1
)−1
W1
]
. (4.18)
Eq. 4.18 is then in a form where the identity X−X(X+Y)−1X= (X−1+Y−1)−1 [58] can be
applied to yield a substantially simpler form with a ring buer sized inverse:
P1H>1 W1 = A
(
W−11 +B
)−1
. (4.19)
Finally, noting that P1H>1 W1 =K
−1
1 H>1 W1, one can then substitute Eq. 4.19 into Eq. 4.12
and arrive at the following algorithm summary:
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OFFLINE TRAINING
P0 =
[(
H>0 W0H0
)−1]
N˜×N˜
β0 =
[
P0H>0 W0T0
]
N˜×1
(4.20)
ONLINE ADAPTATION
A= P0H>1 , B=H1A
β1 = β0+A
(
W−11 +B
)−1
(T1−H1β0)
(4.21)
ONLINE PREDICTIONS
CA50n+2 = Tn+1 =H(a,xn+1)β1 (4.22)
e reader should note that only P0 and β0 are needed for online adaptation, and the size of
these matrices scales only with an increasing number of neurons N˜. None of the original
oine data are needed. Additionally, note that Eq. 4.22 is simply the reverse of Eq. 4.1 with
the most recent xn+1 cycle vector and β1 updated from the weighted ring buer. Finally, it
should mentioned that the resulting update law Eq. 4.21 is structurally similar that of the
steady-state Kalman lter [57], which also uses recursive least squares. Future work should
look at applying Kalman ltering algorithm improvements (e.g. square root ltering) to
WR-ELM.
4.4 Usage procedure
1. Scale x and T columns between zero and unity for each variable. For the combustion
implementation, column variable values below the 0.1% and above the 99.9% percentile
were saturated at the respective percentile value, and then normalized between zero
and unity between these percentile based saturation limits. is was done to both
adequately represent the distribution tails and avoid scaling issues.
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2. e random non-linear front-end transformation that enables the low computational
complexity of the WR-ELM algorithm may result in ill-conditioned matrices. All
numerical implementations should use double precision. Additionally, one should
consider using Singular Value Decomposition for ill-conditioned matrix inversions.
3. Using theN(0,1) Gaussian distribution, initialize the z× N˜ ELM input weights a and
hold them xed for all training / predictions. For the combustion implementation,
this was done with MATLAB®’s built-in randn() function and the Mersenne Twister
pseudo random number generator with seed 7,898,198. An N˜ of 64 was used based
on initial trials, and each cylinder’s individually computed WR-ELMmodel used an
identical input weight matrix a.
4. BuildH0(a,x0) from previously acquired samples that cover a wide range of conditions
with Eq. 4.2 using an input matrix x0 and output target vector T0 (the formats of these
are given in Eqs. 4.5 & 4.6, respectively). For the combustion implementation, the
initial training data were ∼40 minutes of random engine set points covering 53,884
cycles and 1,179 random engine set points at a single engine speed; however, it appears
that only ∼20 minutes of data may be sucient. Pruning the training data to only
include ∼6 cycles before and ∼9 cycles aer a transient set point step provided a small
model tting performance improvement.
5. Specify a weight matrixW0 for oine measurements. For the combustion implementa-
tion, a simple scalar valueW0 = 3.5×10−3 was chosen using a design of experiments
(see Chapter 6). While this weight works well as a proof of concept, future work should
more rigorously determine the weight(s), perhaps with optimization techniques. Note
that W0 allows weighting to be applied oine and that a small oine weighting is
equivalent to a large online weighting.
6. Solve for the oine solution P0 and β0 using Eqs. 4.20 and hold these values constant
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for all future predictions.
7. Populate a ring buer of size r with recently completed input-output pairs using:
input ring buer= x1 =

xn−r+1
...
xn

r×z
output ring buer= T1 =

CA50n−r+2
...
CA50n+1

r×1
(4.23)
and execute theWR-ELM update algorithm between combustion cyclen+1 andn+2
as shown in Fig. 4.2. For the combustion implementation, r was taken to be 8 cycles
aer tuning with existing datasets (see Chapter 6). If desired, r can vary cycle-to-cycle.
8. As with the oine data, buildH1(a,x1)with Eq. 4.2 using an inputmatrix x1 and output
target vector T1. Specify a weight matrixW1. For the combustion implementation the
identity matrix (W1 = I) was chosen since weighting was already applied to the oine
data in step 5. Gradually increased weighting on the most recent time steps in the ring
buer was explored, however, it did not net a signicant improvement to model tting
performance over a simple scalar value on oine data. Although not explored in the
current implementation,W1 can vary cycle-to-cycle.
9. Solve for the updated β1 solution using Eqs. 4.21.
10. Aer cycle n+1’s input vector xn+1 is fully populated, transform vector into Hn+1
using Eq. 4.2 and solve for a predicted target value Tn+1 or CA50n+2 using Eq. 4.22.
11. Repeat steps 7-10 for each new time step, caching results (e.g. hidden layer outputs)
from previous time steps to reduce computational requirements.
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4.5 Real-time exponential
While the above algorithm works well, one modication improves the computational
eciency on processors without a dedicated exp(x) instruction, such as the Raspberry
Pi®.e modication is to replace the exponential with the following Pade´ approximant:
exp(x)≈ p(x) = 120+60x+12x
2+x3
120−60x+12x2−x3
, (4.24)
which has the following simple relations for the logistic of Eq. 4.3:
1
1+exp(x)
= σ(x)≈ 1
1+p(x)
= s(x) =
(120+12x2)−60x−x3
2 · (120+12x2) (4.25)
d
dx
·σ(x) = σ(x)(σ(x)−1)≈ s(x)(s(x)−1) (4.26)
e small number of oating point operations used, reused intermediate terms, known
boundedness of the normalized inputs, and known a weights make this approximant work
well in this application. No signicant degradation in model performance was found, and as
such it is used in all implementations described hereaer. Fig. 4.4 shows the expected errors
of using the approximant.e analytical derivative (which will be discussed in later chapters)
is also shown. It is worth mentioning that this approximant was found to provide better
prediction results than Schraudolph’s bit manipulation algorithm [59], ostensibly because it
is a smooth function without a stairstep in the least signicant bits.*
4.6 Analytical partial derivative
Finally, below is the ELM prediction dot product (Eq. 4.22) presented as an explicit sum
to clearly show how one might compute a cycle-to-cycle analytical partial derivative of the
* ere are other formulations of Schraudolph’s algorithm that avoid the least signicant bit stairstep, but
they were not tried due to project time constraints.
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Figure 4.4 e logistic function, its derivative, and associated Pade´ approximations.
algorithm for a given input variable x while holding the other inputs constant (shown as c).
e notation ax,i refers to the random input weighting in a for a given neuron number i’s
input variable x and s is from the Pade´ logistic approximants of Eqs. 4.25 and 4.26.
ti = s(ax,i ·xn+1+c) (4.27)
CA50n+2(x) =
N˜∑
i=1
βi · ti (4.28)
∂CA50n+2
∂x
(x) =
N˜∑
i=1
ax,i ·βi · ti · (ti−1) (4.29)
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Chapter 5
Initial Predictions
5.1 Test conditions
As part of this work, two experimental test cells at the University of Michigan were set up by
the author with other collaborators (see Fig. 5.1). Test cell number ¶ was used to provide
initial model training data and used again three years later for the real-time control feasibility
experiments described in Chapter 8. Test cell number·was used in a separate study to briey
conrm that WR-ELM adaptation can allow the model to work on an engine with a dierent
head, dierent injector orientation (central mount), and slightly dierent compression ratio.
Table 5.1 provides a summary of the experimental setup and conditions visited for the
initial data with test cell number¶.e reference cam li for timing and duration in Table 5.1
is 0.5 mm.e full collection of 129,964 cycles is comprised of ve ∼20 minute random test
❷❶
Figure 5.1 Two experimental test cells at the University of Michigan.
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subsequences. Each random subsequence covers the same nominal ranges listed in Table 5.1;
however, one subsequence holds SOI xed.e sequence with SOI xed is only used as part
of Fig. 5.2, and not during the model training and testing presented here.
Pressure data for each cylinder were sampled at a resolution of 1.0 ◦CA and pegged
thermodynamically for each cycle aer IVC using a polytropic exponent of 1.35. is
exponent was chosen to most closely match the pegging results achieved using the single
intake runner high speed pressure sensor on cylinder 1. For the purpose of computing cycle-
to-cycle net Indicated Mean Eective Pressure (IMEP), a cycle was dened as starting at
360 ◦BTDC ring and ending at 359 ◦ATDC ring. e reference cam li for timing and
duration in Table 5.1 is 0.5 mm.e air-fuel ratio range indicated in Table 5.1 was measured
post-turbine, and represents a mixture from all four cylinders. Fuel mass per cycle was
estimated using the fuel’s lower heating value, assuming that the gross heat release was 20%
greater thanQnet and that the combustion eciency was 100%.
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Table 5.1 Experimental setup and test conditions.
Engine
Make / model GM / LNF Ecotec
Cylinder layout in-line 4
Overall displacement 2.0 L
Bore / stroke 86 / 86 mm
Geometric compression ratio (modied from stock engine) 11.2 : 1
Cam li (modied from stock engine) 3.5 mm
Cam duration (modied from stock engine) 93 ◦CA
Cam phaser type hydraulic
Fuel injector type direct, side mounted, wall guided
Fuel
Designation Haltermann HF0437, EPA Tier II EEE
Description U.S. Federal Emission Certication Gasoline
Research Octane Number 97.0
Motor Octane Number 88.1
ASTM D240 heating value 42.8 MJ / kg
Aromatic / olen / saturate fractions 28 / 1 / 71 % volume
Test conditions
rottle position wide open
Turbocharger wastegate open
Supercharger bypassed
Residual retention strategy negative valve overlap
IVO set point range (1st / 99th percentile) 78.6 / 128 ◦ATDC
EVC set point range (1st / 99th percentile) -118 / -83.0 ◦ATDC
SOI set point range (1st / 99th percentile) 272 / 378 ◦BTDC
TI set point range (1st / 99th percentile) 0.582 / 1.01 ms
Net IMEP values visited (1st / 99th percentile) 1.85 / 3.62 bar
Air-fuel ratios visited (1st / 99th percentile) 0.90 / 1.6
Estimated fuel per cycle (1st / 99th percentile) 6.0 / 11 mg
Intake runner temps. across all four cyls. µ= 52.6 ◦C, σ= 1.6 ◦C
Fuel injection pressure µ= 70.0 bar, σ= 0.85 bar
Coolant temperature µ= 89.5 ◦C, σ= 3.4 ◦C
Engine speed µ= 2500 rpm, σ= 6 rpm
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5.2 Outlier criteria
e transitions between random set points were frequently harsh, and thus a robust method
was needed to systematically remove cycles with very poor or no combustion that do not
have well dened combustion phasing. To this end, cycles were classied as outliers if they
met any of the following criteria:
1. A misre had occurred with aQnet < 50 J. Note that this denition is very permissive,
and it does not distinguish between a misre and a partial burn.
2. A linear, least squares t of the tail of the cumulative heat release curve between 50
and 60 ◦ATDC had an absolute slope that was greater than 3 J / ◦CA.is criterion
is also very permissive, and it is needed to remove very late burns that do not have a
stableQnet at the end of the heat release evaluation window.
3. A cycle was preceded by a cycle that met either of the two criteria above. is is a
necessary constraint because the model structure depends on reliably knowing the
previous cycle’s combustion phasing.
Outlier cycles that met the above criteria totaled only ∼3% of the data acquired.
5.3 General observations
e entire 129,964 cycle dataset (excluding outliers as dened in Sec. 5.2) was used to generate
the returnmaps seen in Fig. 5.2.e noisy “legs” that grow from the diagonal show the system’s
oscillatory behavior. While CA10 (the time in ◦CA where the integral in Eq. 3.1 achieves
10% of its mean nal valueQnet) in Fig. 5.2(a), CA50 in Fig. 5.2(b) and CA90 in Fig. 5.2(c)
all show similar structure, the larger “legs” of CA90 show that CA90 is a more sensitive
indicator of what appears to be a single period doubling bifurcation. For comparison, note
the similarities between the period doubling bifurcation in Fig. 2.2(b) and the experimental
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results of Fig. 5.2. It is also clear that this bifurcation structure in cycle-to-cycle combustion
phasing has remained surprisingly well dened despite the large number of operating points
explored in the dataset. Additionally, it is shown that the extent of the bifurcation can be
dierent depending on the cylinder that one is observing, despite all the cylinders receiving
the same input. In particular, cylinder 4 in Fig. 5.2(f) shows signicantly less oscillatory
behavior when compared to the other three cylinders in Figs. 5.2(c-e).
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Figure 5.2 Experimentally acquired return map probability histograms of CA10, CA50 and CA90
using the 129,964 cycle dataset with 2,221 actuator set points.e colormap is log10 to show order of
magnitude dierences.
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Fig. 5.3 shows howCA90 relates to injector pulsewidth andnet heat releasewhen projected
onto the IMEP axis.e author does not consider IMEP to be a fundamental parameter like
the c forQ(x), but it is a convenient variable to separate out dierent operating regions.e
reader will note that while there is considerable noise, Figs. 5.3(a, d, g and j) show what appear
to be oscillatory “legs” developing as one moves to IMEP values below 2.5 bar, similar to
Q(x)’s bifurcation diagram in Fig. 2.1. For the inner cylinders (2 and 3), it appears as though
there is only a single large bifurcation in CA90 that causes the bifurcation “legs” in Fig. 5.2. For
the outer cylinders (1 and 4), the low-load behavior is clearly more complex. Upon examining
the IMEP time series for the full dataset, it was also observed that the outer cylinders typically
move together to IMEP values that dier from the inner cylinders, despite receiving the
same actuator inputs. One can speculate that this behavior is result of dynamic eects in the
manifolds aecting VE; however, it is le to future work with cylinder-to-cylinder emissions
data and computational uid dynamics to conrm this hypothesis.
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Figure 5.3 Experimentally acquired probability histograms of CA90, TI andQnet vs. IMEP across 129,964 cycles and 2,221 actuator set points.e
colormap is log10.
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5.4 Model training procedure
e oine solution was trained using ∼40 minutes of test cell time covering 53,884 cycles and
1,179 random engine set points at 2,500 rpm (two random subsequences).ese subsequences
are comprised of random, transient set point steps occurring approximately every 0.5 - 10
sec. with occasional misres covering the nominal variable ranges given in Table 5.1.e
training data were pruned to only include 6 cycles before and 9 cycles aer a transient set
point step for a small model tting performance improvement. e online solution was
run with a separate random subsequence and fed unseen cycles one-by-one, similar to what
would be experienced in a real-time implementation.is online dataset is comprised of
25,323 consecutive cycles with 521 random engine set points. Longer online sequences were
also tested, and achieved similar results.
5.5 Model performance
e WR-ELM model’s tting performance on a 25,323 cycle dataset (excluding outliers as
dened in Sec. 5.2) is shown in Table 5.2 and in Figs. 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.e minimum coecient
of determination (R2) given in Table 5.2 shows that at least 80% of the cycle-to-cycle variance
can be explained by the model as it is currently dened for a dataset with random transient
Table 5.2 WR-ELMmodel of Eq. 3.14 error statistics.
Cylinder Overall† Overall Steady-State
# R2 RMSE [◦CA] RMSE [◦CA]
1 0.81 1.85 0.84
2 0.81 2.06 0.97
3 0.80 2.17 0.97
4 0.83 1.64 0.86
† 25,323 consecutive cycles with random transient steps
occurring approximately every 0.5 - 10 sec. and occasional misres.
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steps occurring approximately every 0.5 - 10 sec. and occasional misres.is is better than
the 76% achieved with -Support Vector Regression (-SVR) on the same dataset in [41].
However, this is not a 1:1 comparison because WR-ELM is fully predicting the entire 25,323
cycle dataset, whereas -SVR’s training strategy ensured the data-driven model had partially
seen the operating points it was trying to predict. Steady-state Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) in Table 5.2 was assessed at a single set point with a mean CA50 of 3.9 ◦ATDC and a
net Indicated Mean Eective Pressure (IMEP) of 2.8 bar before the transient sequence started.
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Figure 5.4 Error histograms for WR-ELMmodel of Eq. 3.14 across 25,323 consecutive cycles with
random transient steps occurring approximately every 0.5-10 sec. and occasional misres.
Fig. 5.4 shows the distribution of model errors, and it is clear that there is a slight positive
bias to the predictions. Fig. 5.5 provides insight into the tails of Fig. 5.4 and shows that model
errors still generally capture the correct directionality. Fig. 5.5 also shows that late phasing is
somewhat under predicted, and that the positive bias is largely from the midrange values
of CA50. e cycle-to-cycle model t presented in Fig. 5.6 shows good agreement, with
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Figure 5.5 Predicted vs. measured WR-ELM model of Eq. 3.14 across 25,323 consecutive cycles
with random transient steps occurring approximately every 0.5 - 10 sec. and occasional misres.
Late phasing is somewhat under predicted, but almost all prediction outliers still capture the correct
directionality.
occasional tracking errors that are quickly corrected by online adaption. Missing segments
are outliers (as dened in Sec. 5.2) and total only 3% of the data recorded from the experiment.
e reader is encouraged to compare and contrast this t against the partially acausal t in
Fig. 6 of [41] for the same exact experimental subsequence. Fig. 5.6 also includes colormaps
to provide qualitative insight into the model weights and online adaptation behavior. Note
that the β weights for next cycle predictions are computed on the previous cycle. Also note
that the same non-linear front-end specied by a is used for each cylinder, and any cylinder-
to-cylinder dierences in the cycle-to-cycle βˆ1 are due to dierent characteristics of each
cylinder.e neurons are sorted by the 2-norm of their respective input weight vector ai.
Overall, the author believes the level of t shown in Table 5.2 and in Figs. 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6
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is very good considering that the dataset includes both transients and operating points with
high CV, right up to complete misre. Finally, some of the model tracking errors appear to
be correlated with misres on other cylinders. Each cylinder model is independent, so such
the cross dependence is not captured, but it does appear that adaptation is robust against
these outside inuences. In future work, it would be of interest to explore the inuence of
calibration ranges and pressure sampling resolution on model t statistics.
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Figure 5.6 e WR-ELM CA50 model of Eq. 3.14 can track CA50 through transients every 0.5 - 10 sec., operating points with high CV, and at
steady-state during a particularly harsh region of the 25,323 cycle dataset that includes misres.e colormaps (linearly scaled) provide qualitative
insight into the level of cycle-to-cycle adaptation and into cylinder-to-cylinder model dierences.e blue and black vertical lines mark random engine
set point steps in sub-gures a-h.
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Chapter 6
Sensitivity and Cycle-to-Cycle Extrapolation
6.1 Model parameter and input sensitivity
A series of parameter sensitivity studies were performed using the initial datasets and model
described in Chapters 4 and 5.e rst study varied the oine data weightW0 while setting
the online ring buer weightW1 to the identity matrix. Note that a smallW0 is the same as
having a largeW1 on the ring buer measurements. From the gure, it is clear that additional
emphasis on the recent measurements can boost model tting performance up to a peak
R2 at ∼3.5× 10−3. Qualitative observations of the model behavior above and below this
value are what one would expect, with smallerW0 values over-adapting to current conditions
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Figure 6.1 W0 sensitivity with 64 neuron WR-ELM and ring buer size of 8.
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(Fig. 6.2) and larger values not adapting enough (Fig. 6.3) to eectively track combustion
behavior (occasionally producing an observed oset in the predicted value).
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Figure 6.2 Model performance withW0 = 3.5×10−6 and a ring buer size of 8.
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Figure 6.3 Model performance withW0 = 3.5×100 and a ring buer size of 8.
e model sensitivity to the number of neurons is shown in Fig. 6.4. It was found ∼64
neurons provided good tracking of high cyclic variability with no signicant advantage to
using a greater number of neurons. For computational eciency it is desirable to go with a
smaller number of neurons. Below ∼64 worked, but at a steep performance penalty.e 64
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neurons used in this work was felt to be a good compromise.e value 64 is also generally
faster for matrix operations as it is a multiple of the Raspberry Pi® cache line size, a multiple
of the Raspberry Pi® oating point vector register bank size, and a power of two (which allows
fast bit shis and masks for memory address calculations).
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Figure 6.4 Model sensitivity to the number of neurons withW0 = 3.5×10−3 and a ring buer size
of 8
Fig. 6.5 shows the model sensitivity to the ring buer size. It is clear that a larger ring
buer can help improve the model t; however, at the stability limit where misres occurred,
it was found that too large of a ring buer was detrimental to model tracking performance.
is is ostensibly due to the rapidly varying in-cylinder transient conditions (e.g. unmodeled
cylinder wall temperature [44]) as combustion is re-established aer misre that produces
ring buer samples not reective of non-misring combustion behavior. Another situation
that seemed to be occurring was a cylinder misring causing mis-prediction on an adjacent
cylinder. Regardless of the source of measurement errors, a ring buer size of ∼8 was found
to be a good compromise between better steady-state tting performance and tracking at
the stability limit with occasional misres. e value 8 is also generally faster for matrix
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operations as it is a multiple of the Raspberry Pi® cache line size, a multiple of the Raspberry
Pi® oating point vector register bank size, and a power of two (which allows fast bit shis
and masks for memory address calculations).
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Figure 6.5 Ring buer size sensitivity with 64 neuron WR-ELM andW0 = 3.5×10−3.
Fig. 6.6 shows Leave-One-Out (LOO) model sensitivity to removing one of the model
inputs. is LOO study is computed by running the model with the same a input weight
matrix, but selectively zeroing the LOO model input.e gure shows that enabling WR-
ELM reduces sensitivity to the loss of a model input, and that CA90 and Pnvo are the most
signicant model inputs. WhenWR-ELM is disabled (that is,β1 =β0) the sensitivity changes
dramatically. e most signicant input in that situation is Pnvo followed by SOI, with
the remaining variables in the same order of importance as when WR-ELM is enabled.
Evidentially, adaptation makes the model more robust to the loss of an input. Curiously, the
model is least sensitive to the loss of fuel quantity (fuel injection pulse width TI) as an input.
It is mostly concerned with SOI, combustion timing, and the pressures intended to capture
residual and air mixture state.
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Figure 6.6 Model sensitivity to zeroing the LOO model input.
6.2 Cycle-to-cycle extrapolation
While cycle-to-cycle predictions of combustion phasing have been the main focus thus far,
it is particularly interesting to explore the model’s ability to extrapolate beyond its current
operating point.is is useful to understand what the model “sees” in its inputs along with
assessing control authority for quantities such as SOI which can be quickly varied cycle-to-
cycle. To do this, one can select cycles (highlighted in Fig. 5.6(a)) and observe the model
behavior. To help understand the more complicated high CV behavior, Fig. 6.7 shows the
pressure traces for the high CV cycles in Fig. 5.6(a). Note that some apparent NVO heat
release is observed on cycle 11382+1.
Figs. 6.8-6.10 show extrapolation plots for all model inputs for the select cycles highlighted
in Fig. 5.6(a).ese curves are calculated by setting all but one of the model inputs to the
actual measured cycle-to-cycle value, and the remaining variable (x-axis, x) is swept from the
minimum to maximum normalized value.e analytical partial derivative against a given
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Figure 6.7 Pressure traces for the high CV cycles in Fig. 5.6(a).
input variable x (see Sec. 4.6) through this sweep is also shown for select points along the
curve as the red arrows. Fig. 6.8 shows features known to existing physics-based models
such as steady-state sensitivity for SOI [45] and a non-minimum phase “charge cooling”
relationship for fuel quantity steps (TI) [11]. It’s important to stress that this model only
needs ∼20 minutes engine test cell time to capture known physics for the transient datasets
discussed in Chapter 5, whereas traditional steady-state sweeps (cf. [45]) to gather these
trends could easily take days of test cell time.
e peak in CA90 in Fig. 6.9 shows the boundary to instability moving at dierent
operating points. Past the peak combustion starts oscillating which can be seen in the high
CV cycles. Note that SOI sensitivity in Fig. 6.8 remains the same during high CV cycles,
and that the general shapes of all curves do not drastically change from cycle-to-cycle.is
supports the hypothesis that it’s a single mapping function moving from cycle-to-cycle, and
this seems to hold even aer model mispredicts (cycle 11419+1).e remaining quantities
PIVC, PEVO, PNVO in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 are “black-box” quantities related tomixture state and
composition (see Chapter 3), and are open to interpretation. Of these, PEVO’s extrapolation
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shows the highest variability.is is ostensibly due to this measurement’s proximity to the
end of the combustion process.
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Figure 6.8 SOI and TI extrapolation for select cycles in Fig. 5.6(a).
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Figure 6.9 CA90 and PIVC extrapolation for select cycles in Fig. 5.6(a).
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Figure 6.10 PEVO and PNVO extrapolation for select cycles in Fig. 5.6(a).
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Chapter 7
Real-Time Implementation
7.1 Overview
e following sections will detail the soware and hardware used for a real-time implementa-
tion of the mapping function and WR-ELM code. To develop this technology required well
over 10,000 lines of customMATLAB®, C, C++, JavaScript, and assembly code. For quick
reference, Fig. 7.1 shows the entire architecture.
7.2 Initial feasibility tests
A collection of unoptimizedMATLAB® soware routines was developed using the techniques
described in the previous chapters.e oine solution provided by Eqs. 4.20 was solved at an
average rate of 1.1 µs per combustion cycle per cylinder on an Intel® i7 860 2.8 GHz desktop
computer running Gentoo GNU/Linux®.e online predictions from Eqs. 4.21, 4.23, & 4.22
were recast into a parfor loop that automatically parallelized the code across four worker
threads to provide predictions at an average rate of 66 µs per combustion cycle per cylinder.
is level of performance is more than adequate for real-time. Additionally, preliminary
code experiments showed that the execution time of the core algorithm written in C++ using
the Eigen matrix library was fast enough for real-time on a low-cost Raspberry Pi®.
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Figure 7.1 e entire hardware and soware architecture.
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7.3 Real-time response latency
Real-time engine control with the algorithm described in the previous chapters has four main
response latency concerns:
1. e time for an operating system to switch tasks.
2. e time needed to read in-cylinder pressure data, process it, and adapt the model.
3. e time to read any remaining in-cylinder pressure data (e.g. Pnvo) and to calculate a
next engine control command.
4. e time necessary to transmit an engine control command over Controller Area
Network (CAN), which is approximately 0.2 milliseconds at a standard speed of 500
kilobits/sec.*
For real-time control, initial experiments were designed to use the Start of Injection (SOI)
as a control actuator because it can be quickly varied cycle-to-cycle. As Fig. 7.2 highlights,
this creates a short red window which must address latency concerns 1, 3, and 4.is ∼500
µs window between the Pnvo measurement and the end of SOI command transmission is
the most dicult time constraint of the algorithm.† If this window is missed, SOI control
over the next combustion degrades substantially (see Fig. 6.8). Eorts to move the Pnvo
measurement window earlier hurt model tracking performance. Fortunately, while latency
concern 2 is the most computationally intensive, it can be computed as soon as the previous
cycle’s heat release is complete, which is well before the red window (it still needs to be fast as
there are four cylinders ring one aer another that each need CPU time).
* Later versions of the Bosch® ECU code were switched to the maximum rate of 1 megabit/sec.
† While the raw pressure measurements have a must complete in less than ∼10 µs, the code for such
measurements is not complex and can be easily handled by a special interrupt mode which will be
described in later sections.
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Figure 7.2 Using SOI as a real-time control actuator with the prediction algorithm requires tight
computational latency constraints to be satised.e stopwatch image has been released into public
domain [60].
7.4 Platform choice
Early on in the real-time implementation phase of this project, a consultation was made with
an expert in the eld of engine control soware. He stated that this project’s red window
(Fig. 7.2) would not be achievable with the engine test cell’s existing ETAS® ES910 rapid
soware prototyping system. As such, it was necessary to look at alternatives.e author
ultimately decided that the guaranteed-to-work solution would be to implement the system
from scratch.‡
Based on the approximate oating point operations per second (FLOPS) needed, a
Raspberry Pi® was determined to have sucient computing horsepower. e Raspberry
Pi® is essentially an iPhone® generation 1 class processor (specically, an ARM 1176JZF-S).
ere are other, more recent single board computers similar to the Raspberry Pi®, many with
greater overall performance; however, these alternatives do not necessarily have faster double
‡ is was not particularly dicult. Prototype pressure data acquisition and CAN circuitry was fabricated
and functional less than two months aer the real-time project’s start.
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precision FLOPS over the older ARMVFPv2 oating point co-processor on the Raspberry Pi®.
A desktop PC is another alternative, but it unfortunately has more complicated hardware I/O
and potential latency issues with systemmanagement interrupts (SMI) [61]. Other alternative
solutions such as a dSPACE MicroAutoBox® and National Instruments Drivven® systems
were considered; however, there was uncertainty as to whether they would meet Fig. 7.2’s red
window with non-trivial double precision matrix algebra along with concern about lost time
and monetary cost if they proved too slow.
Amongst the other single board computers, the Raspberry Pi® was ultimately chosen
because it has one of the largest (if not the largest) community of support, with over 3 million
units sold. is community greatly reduces the eort to build a real-time engine control
system because the community has already solved many implementation challenges.
7.5 Real-time operating system
An important decision was to run the engine control system under the GNU/Linux® operating
system. e primary benet was that GNU/Linux® provides a standard, free UNIX®-like
operating system, with existing ecosystem of tools and libraries that greatly simplify soware
development.e caveat is that the Linux® kernel is designed for throughput, and does not
guarantee any real-time latency constraints will be met.
ere are various solutions to this latency issue, and twomain, free solutions are Xenomai
and Preempt RT. Xenomai can achieve an execution latency of <∼50 µs and Preempt RT
<∼150 µs on the Raspberry Pi®. Xenomai achieves lower latency through a small co-kernel
that has higher priority than the Linux® kernel. While slower, Preempt RT programs are
still standard Linux® programs, and this has compatibility advantages. Fig. 7.3 shows the
distribution of observed process latencies under Preempt RT on the Raspberry Pi®.
Xenomai was the real-time Linux® solution used for most of this project’s development;
however, the patches needed for the Raspberry Pi® were ultimately deemed not production
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Figure 7.3 A ∼28 hour latency test while acquiring 8 simultaneous channels worth of 18 bit pressure
data at 32 kHz (256 kilosamples per second, total) with the custom data acquisition hardware developed
in this work, under moderate CPU load, with continuous network and SD card storage access.
ready. A primary issue was the Universal Serial Bus (USB) implementation on the Raspberry
Pi®. Even when there’s nothing to process, the USB hardware will throw an Interrupt ReQest
(IRQ) event for every USB frame.is can be very resource intensive (up to ∼20% CPU time)
when it occurs at 8,000 times a second under USB 2.0 [62].e Raspberry Pi® community’s
solution to this hardware “feature” was to rework the USB driver to use a Fast Interrupt
reQuest (FIQ), which is an ARM specic higher priority interrupt.
Like an IRQ, FIQ code is event driven code execution (e.g. a pin changing voltagemarking
a crank angle pulse or a new USB frame); however, it executes independently and with higher
priority than the main Linux® kernel.is avoids the overhead that Linux® needs to perform
for regular IRQs that can come from any source, with no native ARM support for IRQ
priorities. Using the FIQ for the USB driver ostensibly allows the driver to quickly check
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whether the USB hardware actually has something to process, or if it’s just ring an interrupt
for a throw away USB frame.
Unfortunately, the in-cylinder pressure data needs to be measured at a non-trivial data
rate.§e FIQ oers one of the best ways to get these pressure data into and processed by the
Raspberry Pi® with guaranteed real-time determinacy at this data rate.is is because the
code path is only the FIQ code itself, and the FIQ has its own dedicated registers that lower
the context switch overhead from whatever code the processor was executing before the FIQ.
e caveat is that the USB driver cannot easily continue to use the FIQ.
When reverted to a regular IRQ, it was observed that theUSB driver would stall the system
for upwards of 15 milliseconds under heavy USB Ethernet network usage, which is wholly
unacceptable given the ∼500 µs time constraints outlined in Fig. 7.2.¶ e recommended
way to resolve this issue would be to run Xenomai with a Preempt RT kernel and forcing
the USB driver thread to a low priority. However, Xenomai for the Raspberry Pi® targets
an older, out-of-tree Linux® kernel that the Preeempt RT patch was not easily applied to.
e easier solution was to sacrice ∼100 µs of latency, stop using Xenomai, and use a stable,
tested Preempt RT Linux® kernel with various patches which were previously made available
at [63]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no similarly well tested Xenomai patch
for Raspberry Pi® Linux®. It is also worth mentioning that the Preempt RT solution still
requires patches to the USB driver to correct for USB code assumptions that assume nothing
else is using the FIQ, leading it to occasionally disable the FIQ code used for pressure data
aquisition.
An alternative that was considered was to use an external microcontroller help buer
the real-time data into larger, lower frequency chunks; however, this would add additional
synchronization demands to the soware and require managing two separate code bases for
both the Raspberry Pi® and the microcontroller.e data also would still have to be streamed
§ 30 KHz at 2,500 rpm, 0.5 crank angle resolution, 4 cylinder channels, at 18 bit resolution is 2.2 megabit/s,
or more at higher engine speeds, with a greater number of cylinders, or at ner resolution.
¶ e observed delays are the motivation for testing the kernel in Fig. 7.3 continuous network usage.
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over the same General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) or Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) pins
as the non-microcontroller solution to maintain real-time, and as such a microcontroller
didn’t oermuch in the way of advantages. It was just an additional middleman. Although the
data-rate could be easily handled by USB, the USB standard provides none of the real-time
guarantees needed for this project and, as noted earlier, the existing driver was unreliable for
real-time (e.g the spurious ∼15 millisecond system stalls under heavy USB Ethernet network
usage).
A possibility that could improve the situation would be pre-processing the data (e.g.
running heat release analysis) on a microcontroller to avoid sending all the pressure data.
However, microcontrollers do not typically have native oating point arithmetic, and must
emulate it at a signicant performance penalty. ere was some question as to whether a
microcontroller would be fast enough for this task. It would also likely require sacricing the
quality of the graphical display of pressure data to keep the data bandwidth requirements low.
us, it was ultimately decided to use the FIQ approach because it oered lower complexity
on both the hardware and soware side.
7.6 Fast Interrupt reQuest
As discussed in the previous section, the FIQ was chosen to read real-time in-cylinder
pressure data, streamed from an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC).is ADC (described in
later sections) oers two data transmission methods, parallel through GPIO pins or SPI. SPI
was initially used because it is simpler to implement, but a later hardware revision switched
to the parallel GPIO interface because higher data rates were possible and it completely
decoupled the ADC data path from the CAN chip which also used SPI.
Using the parallel interface incurred an additional expense of more FIQ processing
overhead.e overhead stems from the need to actively drive the parallel bus read strobes
since the Raspberry Pi® does not have a dedicated parallel InputOutput (IO) peripheral (found
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in some microcontrollers) and because the limited Raspberry Pi® GPIO pins necessitate the
use of a multiplexer to convert the ADC’s 16 bit bus to 8 bit. Another overhead is from the
fact that Raspberry Pi® GPIO pins are not in consecutive order, and as such the code needs to
appropriately sort which bit is on which pin (this presently requires two instructions).
e FIQ responds to two events (1) the falling edge of the ADC’s BUSY pin and (2) the
rising or falling edge of the engine encoder’s trigger signal that marks one full rotation. When
it executes, it determines which of these two events has occurred and appropriately adjusts a
data structure that is used to track crank angle position for all 8 recorded channels.e code
and data structure support the ability to oset the start angle of a full cycle measurement by
any number of crank angle degrees. For the four-cylinder engine used in this work, the oset
is used to start each cylinder’s measurement with a 180◦ oset consistent with the mechanical
oset inherent to the crank sha.
Once the measurement angle is determined, it is used to determine the data array index
that the pressure data sample will be stored. Each channel has two arrays, one working
array that is being populated with each encoder pulse and another that contains the entire
previous engine cycle. Once an array is lled, the FIQ code swaps the working and complete
arrays (through a bit eld that simply exclusive ors (xors) in a bit to toggle the arrays).is
working and complete array logic was needed when all of the machine learning code ran
in its entirety at once; however, it is presently unnecessary as the current code spans two
separate executions.ese two executions are (1) adapt the model and (2) calculate a control
command (Fig. 7.2’s red window). Each of these two executions operates on a copy of the
working array, which is maintained as part of the conversion from signed integers from the
ADC to oating point pressure values (which are thermodynamically pegged cycle-to-cycle).
e nal bit of functionality that the FIQ code provides is notication when a specic
crank angle has been achieved for any of the oset channels.is is used to notify a Linux® user
space application that that it is time to process one of the two code executions (adapt or
control). To do this, it is necessary to switch from FIQ context to the Linux® kernel context.
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One of the simplest ways to do this is to re an IRQ by enabling the ARM timer (unused by the
standard Raspberry Pi® Linux® kernel), which is later processed by Linux® and asynchronously
noties the user space application through Linux®’s standard fasync interface. All of the above
FIQ soware is coded in assembly code for performance reasons (e.g. to take advantage of
the dedicated FIQ registers).
7.7 Linux® user space and web-based user interface
For a variety of reasons, oating point code within a Linux® kernel driver is generally
considered bad form, and as such all combustion analysis and machine learning code is
within a user space application. Linux®’s standard mmap interface is used to map the FIQ
pressure data buers to user space for performance reasons. Control and coordination with
the FIQ and kernel driver is accomplished through the standard Linux® ioctl interface, and
(as mentioned earlier) crank angle notications that the user space application subscribes to
from the FIQ arrive over the standard fasync mechanism.
is user space code is structured as two C code threads, one for pushing processed
pressure data and results over a standard WebSocket (using the libwebsocket library) to a
client computer’s JavaScript user interface (coded with the d3.js library) and the main thread.
Once an fasync signal arrives, C++ code is called to either (1) run heat release calculations and
adapt the model or (2) calculate an engine control command based on the previous adapted
model and recently completed input vector which was waiting on the Pnvo measurement.
Each cylinder’s state andmodel is encapsulated as an individual C++ object.e split in fasync
code paths allows the more computationally intensive adaptation routine to be performed
before the red region of Fig. 7.2. To further reduce the computational burden of model
adaptation, a custom assembly code ARM VFPv2 matrix multiply was developed which was
benchmarked to be 29% faster than OpenBLAS’s VFPv2 GEneric Matrix Multiply (GEMM)
and 126% faster than Eigen C++.
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Aer the engine control command is calculated, it is sent to the Linux® kernel driver over
a standard ioctl call. e full calculation results and pressure data are then loaded into a
data structure for the libwebsocket thread to process and asynchronously push to a client
computer that subscribes to the data stream. Independent WebSocket protocol pipes are
used for each cylinder’s data, with an additional pipe used for user interface commands
transmitted back to the Raspberry Pi®.
7.8 Hardware
ere does not exist a Raspberry Pi® add-on board that provides all the necessary features for
fast, real-time engine control needed by this project. As such, it was necessary to develop
the circuitry (shown in Fig. 7.4).e author’s prior experience made this one of the most
straightforward aspects of this dissertation.
As has been partially described in the previous sections, the circuitry provides:
• 8 analog inputs with selectable±10 V or±5 V input ranges.
• A high resolution (18 bit) ADC with both analog and digital ltering for all inputs.
• A precision voltage reference for the ADC.
• A high noise immunity Low-Voltage Dierential Signaling (LVDS) encoder interface
for individual crank angle marks and a trigger pulse mark every crank rotation.
• A CAN interface to send or receive commands to external equipment (e.g. an existing
engine controller).
e multiple analog input channels allow the device to interface with multiple in-cylinder
pressure transducers on a multi-cylinder engine. e device is not limited to common
piezoelectric in-cylinder pressure sensors (which are expensive and require an external
charge amplier); it is exible enough to also read ber optic pressure sensors (e.g. from
Optrand, Inc.), piezoresistive pressure sensors, knock sensors, ion current sensors, etc.
Beyond measuring pressure, the analog channels can log injection pulse width, timing, and
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Custom circuit 
board mounted on 
$35 Raspberry Pi®
CAN to ECU + 
encoder LVDS
8× crank angle 
resolved cylinder 
pressure signals
Figure 7.4 Custom real-time circuitry developed for this dissertation.
injector needle valve li to provide closed loop metering of fuel mass instead of only relying
on injection pulse width TI to quantify fuel mass in the abstract cycle-to-cycle mapping
function framework.
Finally, in combination with above soware latency tests (Fig. 7.3), it was also important to
externally verify the soware was functioning as expected.is was done with an oscilloscope
connected to main input and output connections of the circuity. Fig. 7.5 shows a typical
innite persistence oscilloscope trace triggered on a TDC signal to verify CAN packets were
being sent within the time constraints shown in Fig. 7.2. Innite persistence means that the
trace shown is the sum of all observed traces, and it is useful for tracking outliers (e.g. a CAN
packet that was delivered too late for real-time).
In Fig. 7.5, a total of 11 model predictive control iterations (from multiple start points
detailed in Chapter 8) were preformed between TDC and the start of the CAN packet
transmission. In the worst case, the CAN packet is fully transmitted by 0.6 milliseconds
aer TDC, which is close to the latest the packet can be sent.is worst case latency can be
reduced by performing fewer predictions since the control algorithm typically converged
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Recorded pressure
trace for development
CAN packet
TDC, trigger signal
End of transmission
Figure 7.5 is gure shows an innite persistence oscilloscope trace for verifying CAN packet
latency constraints are met.
within less than four iterations, optimizing the code further, or increasing the CPU or RAM
speed beyond stock settings. However, this is unnecessary with the current Bosch® ECU
soware version.
Other situations where the oscilloscope was useful were:
• Identifying that heavy USB Ethernet network usage causes immense (∼15 milliseconds)
execution delays stemming from the Raspberry Pi® USB driver. is was xed by
manipulating Preeempt RT thread priorities.
• Finding bugs in the Raspberry Pi® USB IRQ driver that caused the data acquisition
FIQ code to be periodically disabled.is was xed by patching the USB driver code.
• Verifying the FIQ data acquisition code was fast enough to read real-time pressure
data.
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Chapter 8
Feasibility of Engine Control
8.1 Overview
e previous chapter described in detail the low-level soware and hardware developed for
this thesis. Fig. 8.1 shows the web-based user interface with the engine set to an operating
point that caused high cyclic variability for cylinder 2 (the rightmost, yellow trace). Real-time
predictions are shown along the bottom of Fig. 8.1 with the predictions marked by colored
dots. Note that all the cylinders behave dierently despite the fact that they’re receiving the
same actuator set points.ey all have the same SOI, TI, and valve timings.
Fig. 8.2 shows typical results when cylinder control is enabled. Note that all the cylinders
balance to their set point of 9 ◦ATDCf. Highlighted in Fig. 8.2 is the fact that cylinder 2 is
being measured and controlled with an Optrand® ber optic pressure sensor (the same sensor
is used in Fig. 8.1). At production volumes, this sensor could be produced for as little as $13
per cylinder (personal communication, May 21st, 2014). Perhaps with more calibration and
control design eort (see Sec. 8.2 and 8.3) the small control tracking errors seen in Fig. 8.2
can be mitigated. For the remainder of this chapter, all measured cylinder data will use the
same water-cooled Kistler® 6041A pressure sensors installed in the engine head (not spark
plug).
Avideo that demonstrates cylinder balancing from an operating point that exhibits near
chaotic behavior when uncontrolled is available at [64].
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Figure 8.1 A screenshot of the custom soware developed for this dissertation. Real-time predictions are shown while engine control is disabled.
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T h i s  i s  a  s e n s o r  t h a t  c o u l d  
b e  m a s s  p r o d u c e d  f o r  ~ $ 1 3 ,  
i n s t a l l e d  i n  t h e  s p a r k  p l u g
Figure 8.2 Control enabled using Eq. 8.1 for a set point of 9 ◦ATDC ring.e overlaid spark plug pressure sensor image was provided by Optrand® Inc.
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8.2 Calibration
As is the case for all results shown in this chapter (and in the video at [64]), the model was
trained using only cylinder 1 data not from the present engine, but from a similar (though not
identical*) engine installed at the University of Michigan three years prior to these control
experiments.e training is identical to what is described in Sec. 5.4.is was done due to
project time constraints and to emphasize that the data-driven WR-ELMmapping function
model has generalized actual combustion physics and is not engine or cylinder specic.e
same model is used for all cylinders.
8.3 Control law
To demonstrate proof of concept control with the real-time implementation, a simple one-
step-aheadModel Predictive Control (MPC) law was explored with SOI as a control actuator:
f
(
SOI
)
− target CA50= 0 (8.1)
where f
(
SOI
)
is the cycle-to-cycle adapted WR-ELMmapping function CA50 prediction
for the current input vector as a function SOI. Eq. 8.1 was solved with Newton’s Method:
SOIn+1 = SOIn−
f
(
SOIn
)
− target CA50
f ′
(
SOIn
) (8.2)
Out of concern for algorithm convergence within a nite, real-time computation window
(see Fig. 7.2), three initial SOIn values were used. ese initial values were the previous
SOI value, ¼ the normalized SOI range, and ¾ the normalized SOI range. Also out of
concern for convergence, the nal selected SOI value was not the nal iterated value.e
* e engine under test has a new decked head, block, connecting rods, crank, and an additional Exhaust Gas
Recirculation (EGR) loop. EGR was disabled for the experiments of this chapter.e engine parameters
for the new engine are similar to those described in Table 5.1, but there has been some question as to
whether the compression ratio is identical.
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selected SOI value was whichever iteration most closely satised Eq. 8.1. Experimentally,
these convergence concerns did not appear to be an issue, but the multiple initial values
code was active for all experiments. SOI actuator constraints were enforced with simple
saturation; however, future work should include the constraints in the MPC optimization.
For performance reasons, the above control laws were programmed in C code that manually
traversed the WR-ELM matrices in a fused loop that calculated the analytical SOI derivative
(Eq. 4.29) and predicted CA50 (Eq. 4.28).
8.4 Control feasibility
As a proof of concept, Figs. 8.3-8.7 demonstrate the feasibility of combustion phasing control
with Eq. 8.1. e results are measured by a third party AVL IndiSet® 642 data acquisition
system. It should be mentioned that only an SOI of up to 346 ◦BTDC ring is possible with
the current Bosch® ECU rmware, and this limits SOI authority over the next cycle’s CA50.
Fig. 6.8 shows a gain in control authority if SOI could be moved up to ∼357 ◦BTDC, which is
computationally feasible with the present real-time hardware and soware. In Figs. 8.4-8.7,
cylinder 2 remains in a region with the most SOI control authority (away from the lower
SOI limit), and thus its performance is highlighted with the dashed ovals.
Fig. 8.3 shows each controller’s ability to balance cylinders to a similar combustion phasing.
Fig. 8.4 shows the controller’s ability to control combustion phasing under large (29% increase)
injection pulse width transient steps. Note that the Air-Fuel-Ratio (AFR) varies from 1.19
to 0.99 during these transient steps and that CA50moves signicantly without control for
cylinders 2 and 3. Fig. 8.5 shows the controller’s ability to hold CA50 under large (13 ◦CA)
exhaust valve timing transient step. CA50 moves signicantly when control is disabled.
Cylinder 2 shows the largest variation in CA50 when control is disabled. When control is
enabled, cylinder 2 holds its set point, but does show a large oscillation in CA50 around
cycle 378 that is quickly corrected. As one would expect, controller performance is degraded
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when the SOI actuator signal is saturated during all these trials.
While engine speed dependence in the mapping function model was dropped in Eq. 3.12,
it is important to understand whether this model can adapt around engine speed variations.
Fig. 8.6 shows the controller’s response to a large speed ramp from 1,750 rpm to 2,500 rpm
and back. It is clear that the controller can reject the engine speed transient up to the point
where SOI becomes saturated (Fig. 8.6g).
Finally, Fig. 8.7 shows the controller’s ability to reduce cyclic variability for cylinder 2
with the controller set point near the uncontrolled mean CA50 value.is was the best case
with a CA50 standard deviation reduction of ∼60%, but the mean has moved earlier 0.7
◦CA, which inuences the measured reduction. From multiple trials, the smallest observed
standard deviation reduction was ∼10%. More work needs to go into quantifying cyclic
variability reduction with WR-ELMmapping function control beyond this proof of concept
(ideally with an engine specic calibration because near chaotic combustion is very sensitive
to parameter variations).
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Figure 8.3 Control enabled to balance cylinders to a similar combustion phasing at 2,500 rpm.
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Figure 8.4 Controller performance at 2,500 rpm with a large (29%) increase in injection pulse width (TI), see subplot f. Cylinder 2 remains in a region
with the most SOI control authority (away from the lower SOI limit), and thus its performance is highlighted with the dashed ovals.
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Figure 8.5 Controller performance at 2,500 rpm with large Exhaust Valve Close (EVC) steps from 100 to 113 ◦BTDC, see subplot h. At this operating
point, this was the largest open loop EVC step possible. Cylinder 2 remains in a region with the most SOI control authority (away from the lower SOI
limit), and thus its performance is highlighted with the dashed ovals.
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Figure 8.6 Controller performance with large engine speed ramps from 1,750 to 2,500 rpm and back are shown in each segment. Note that there is no
engine speed in this model — predictive control outside the model’s original design is being achieved with adaptation. Cylinder 2 remains in a region
with the most SOI control authority (away from the lower SOI limit), and thus its performance is highlighted with the dashed ovals.
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Figure 8.7 Controller performance for reducing cyclic variability on cylinder 2 while maintaining a combustion phasing similar to uncontrolled mean
value at 2,500 rpm.
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Chapter 9
Contributions and Recommendations
9.1 Insights and ndings of this work
9.1.1 A method to predict near chaotic HCCI combustion
e primary contribution of this dissertation is a technique to experimentally predict near
chaotic, high CV HCCI combustion phasing in real-time. An example of such predictions is
shown in Fig. 9.1.
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Figure 9.1 Multi-cylinder predictions with the techniques developed in this dissertation. Each
blue vertical line is a harsh, simultaneous transient of four dierent engine actuators (see Fig. 5.6 for
detailed information about the actuator settings).
ese results conrm the hypothesis that a simple, abstract mapping function can capture
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complex combustion behavior when combined with adaptive machine learning. No
previous modeling approach has been shown to have such delity predicting cycle-to-cycle
experimental measurements during transients, operating points with high CV, and at steady-
state, right up to complete misre. Sec. 1.2 shows examples of contemporary models, four of
which are from recent Ph.D. dissertations.is new technique opens up new avenues for
combustion modeling and control.
9.1.2 Extensive cycle-to-cycle observations from experiments
is work experimentally shows the cycle-to-cycle behavior of NVO HCCI across most
of unboosted operating range at 2,500 rpm (129,964 cycles and 2,221 random engine set
points). Observations show what appears to be a single period doubling bifurcation in
combustion phasing, along with structural dierences between the behavior of the inner and
outer cylinders (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3). Previous cycle-to-cycle studies have only shown results
for a handful of engine set points, whereas this work shows the aggregate behavior across
thousands of random set points.
9.1.3 An abstract mapping function
An abstract combustion mapping function is derived that leverages machine learning to
accurately predict combustion phasing from cycle-to-cycle across a large number of engine
operating points.e technique has validity in a multi-cylinder engine during transients,
operating points with high CV, and at steady-state, right up to complete misre (Fig. 5.6).
ese predictions can be computed as early as 362 ◦BTDC ring, or earlier if one is willing to
sacrice model delity.
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9.1.4 Implicit (not explicit) mixture state and composition
Unlike the typical approach to high delity combustion modeling, this work shows that it
is not necessary to explicitly compute residual gas fraction, temperatures, air mass, etc. All
that is necessary is to implicitly capture a functional dependence for these quantities in an
abstract mapping function.
9.1.5 Combustion modeling with just two sensors
Only in-cylinder pressure and crank angle encoder sensors are needed for cycle-to-cycle
predictions (no lambda meter, exhaust thermocouples, etc.). Crank angle sensors already
exist on production engines, and it is shown that predictions are possible with an in-cylinder
pressure sensor that can cost as little as ∼$13 per cylinder at production volumes (see Sec. 8.1).
9.1.6 A combustion model that’s fast to calibrate
e prediction model can be parameterized without the tedium of performing steady-state
actuator sweeps. It can be calibrated with as little as ∼20 minutes of test cell time.
9.1.7 A new adaptive machine learning algorithm
A new online adaptation algorithm named Weighted Ring - Extreme Learning Machine
(WR-ELM) is proposed.is approach uses a weighted ring buer data structure of recent
measurements to update an oine trained Extreme Learning Machine. At each combustion
cycle this strategy applies a single trim to single oine model, whereas previous adaptation
approaches apply trims on top of trims continuously (P1 is not propagated, see Secs 4.2
and 4.3).
It is shown that WR-ELM can provide accurate, causal predictions of near chaotic
combustion behavior (Fig. 5.6). Analytical partial derivatives against engine sensors and
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actuators are possible with this technique, and the model is general enough to provide
predictions on an engine it was not originally trained on.
9.1.8 A computationally ecient real-time adaptation algorithm
WR-ELM is very computationally ecient, and it is shown that a ∼$7 iPhone® generation 1
processor can run the algorithm in real-time (see Sec. 8.1). Real-time in this context means
combustion predictions in well under a millisecond.
9.1.9 Feasibility of engine control and high cyclic variability reduction
Without recalibrating the model for a new engine (described in Sec. 8.2), preliminary model
predictive control experiments with the real-time implementation show that engine control
with this approach is feasible (see Sec. 8.4). Using SOI as a control knob, it is shown that this
method can:
• Balance all the cylinders to a similar combustion phasing in a multi-cylinder engine.
• Tolerate engine speed ramps.*
• Tolerate fuel steps.
• Tolerate exhaust valve closing steps.
• Provide a reduction in near chaotic high cyclic variability.
Avideo that demonstrates cylinder balancing from an operating point that exhibits near
chaotic behavior when uncontrolled is available at [64].
* Even though engine speed dependence isn’t included in the model (see Sec. 3.3).
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ese tests are only intended to show a proof of concept. With the fundamental principles
elucidated in this dissertation, calibration and further renement of combustion control
with the WR-ELMmapping function approach should be straightforward for a commercial
venture.
9.2 Recommendations for future work
Engine control with the methods of this dissertation are at the proof of concept stage, and
future work is needed to rene the approach. Cyclic variability is known to be very sensitive
to parameters, and of particular interest is whether model re-calibration for the current
engine can provide a greater reduction in cyclic variability and extend the HCCI operating
envelope. It is also interesting to explore the use of other actuators for engine combustion
(e.g. multiple injections and spark), and to reduce control latency further so that more SOI
authority is available. Additionally, it would be of interest to explore whether WR-ELM’s
adaptation can adapt around small fuel property variations.
Other areas of interest are applying the general WR-ELMmapping function framework
developed in this work to other (boosted) combustion modes such as Spark Assisted
Compression Ignition (SACI) and Partially Premixed Compression Ignition (PPCI) and
Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition (RCCI) along with conventional Spark Ignition
(SI) and Diesel. While these other combustion modes may not be as deterministic or have as
strong cycle-to-cycle coupling, it is felt that the general adaptive framework developed in
this dissertation can still capture some cycle-to-cycle and mean combustion characteristics.
Additionally, the adaptive machine learning framework may provide a reduction in engine
calibration eort over traditional lookup table based engine control (Fig. 1.8).
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